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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACT OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY MOVEMENT ON PRINCIPALS
IN A LARGE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
MITCHELL, DIANETTE T., Ed.D., University of San Diego, 1992,
133 pp.
Director:

Joseph Rost, Ph.D.

Organizations achieve uniqueness in their functions
despite similarities in their structure.
true of school districts as well.

This uniqueness is

Though there are specific

similarities which have been found in effective schools and
districts who have joined the accountabilit y movement, each
has its own systematic method of modifying and controlling
desired behavior and possible achievement.
This research focuses on one unique group of people,
the site administrator s in a large school district, and
seeks to ascertain the effects of the effective schools'
accountabilit y movement as seen from the perspective of
school principals.
The three major objectives of this study were to
determine the impact of the accountabilit y movement on
principal behavior, the changes it has had on the role of
the school principal, and to identify areas of skill and
knowledge that today's principals must possess or actively
pursue in order to be effective instructional administrators.
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This research utilized both qualitative and
quantitative methodologies to discern the impact of the
accountabilit y movement from the perspective of K-12
administrator s. A Likert-like scale survey questionnaire
which incorporated open-ended questions was designed to
elicit information pertinent to research objectives.

In

addition, personal interviews were conducted to allow for
dialogue and indepth understanding of the movement, its
impact, and the changes it has brought with it.
The results of this study indicate that the accountability movement has indeed had an impact on the role of
principals and provide an evolutionary picture of the movement within the district under study.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introducti on
Organizati ons achieve uniqueness in their functions
despite similariti es in their structure.
true of school districts as well.

This uniqueness is

Though there are specific

similariti es which have been found in effective schools and
districts who have joined the accountab ility movement, each
has its own systematic method of modifying and controllin g
desired behavior and possible achievemen t.
This research focuses on one unique group of people,
the San Diego Unified School District's site administra tors,
and seeks to ascertain the effects of the effective schools'
accountab ility movement as seen from the perspectiv e of
school principals .
Background :

Effective. Accountab le

Schools Movement
The demand for educationa l accountab ility and equitable
educationa l opportuni ties for all students has escalated
research in the areas of effective schooling and educationa l
accountab ility.

Another catalyst which accelerate d research

in areas of effective schooling and educationa l accountability was the study initiated by the United States Office

1
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of Education's National Center for Educational Statistics
directed by James

s.

Coleman, Professor of Social Relations

at Johns Hopkins University.

The Coleman report asserted

that the crucial factor in evaluating equality of educational opportunity was the home and family background of
children.

Superior schools drew their students from a

predictably superior pool of children and families; therefore, gaps among students already existed when children
first entered school.

Coleman further postulated that

school influences did very little to close existing gaps
which implied that academic achievement was only minimally
related to school policies and resources (Coleman et al.,
1966).

This attack on schools was reiterated in a study by

Jencks et al.

(1972), whose conclusions were congruent with

the previous findings of the Coleman report.

These findings

would later come under the scrutiny of such researchers as
Brophy and Enertson (1974) and Brookover and Lezotte (1979),
whose findings suggested that schools do make a difference
in the cognitive learning of students.

Later research by

Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore (1982) revealed differences
among public and private schools.

Private schools were

found to have more rigorous subjects and more homework than
their counterparts.

Here, Coleman and his associates appear

to be somewhat in agreement with other effective schooling
studies.

Though he labeled private schools as superior to

public schools, he also appeared to recognize that in
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setting priorities and adhering to them, schools can and do
make a difference (Coleman et al., 1982).
As educational debates continued throughout the nation,
educational organizations continued to be under great
scrutiny.

This, too, held true for the San Diego Unified

School District.
On December 4, 1967, a complaint was filed in the
Superior Court of the State of California challenging the
efforts of the San Diego Unified School District for its
failure to take feasible steps to alleviate desegregation of
the city's schools.

This case, Carlin v. Board of Education

(1967), continued for nearly 10 years.

The plaintiffs in

the Carlin case claimed that the district had been
"intractable, recalcitrant, and stubbornly opposed to
desegregation " (p. 3).
On March 9, 1977, the Superior Court in its ruling on
the Carlin case found 23 schools in the district that could
be considered segregated as defined by Crawford v. Board of
Los Angeles (1976).

This decision initiated the court's

involvement in the operation of the school district.
The Honorable Judge Louis M. Welsh charged then superintendent, Thomas Goodman, with the responsibilit y of
creating an Integration Task Force which was to be made up
of individuals dedicated to the desegregation of the school
district.

Welsh stated that he desired the creation of

quality programs designed to integrate, not just
desegregate.

The court would annually review district
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progress, and, in fact, Judge Welsh remained vigilant in
this area for several years.
According to Goren (1984), Welsh's persistence in this
case came in the form of memoranda of intended decisions,
and yearly charges to the Integration Task Force, which was
appointed by the court.

The task force's charge was to

monitor, analyze, and evaluate the quality and methods of
education in all minority isolated schools.

The progress

reports that Welsh received from the task force enabled him
to evaluate the district's actual progress toward integration.

His dissatisfactio n with the integration plans of the

district was evident in his December "Order Re:

Integration

Plan of 1980-81" (1980), which required the board of education to undertake a study of the administrativ e structure of
the school district.

The order stated that the board of

education should:
With the help of outside assistance from persons
or organizations approved by the Court, undertake a
study of the administrativ e structure and organization
of the School District to redesign such structure so
that it will be responsive to the educational needs of
the students, better able to detect both superior and
inferior performance in the classroom, improve communications for the purpose of replicating outstanding
programs and discontinuing ones that are not productive
and for facilitating the supervision and monitoring of
school principals and classroom teachers.

(p. 25)
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The order included a request for written evaluations
from the task force.

The first such report, entitled

Organization Study of the San Diego Unified School District
(1981), was presented to the court and the school district
on March 17, 1981.

The findings of the report included 22

recommendatio ns; however, the report did not recommend any
major organizationa l change.

The proposed revisions were to

rectify concerns voiced by the board of education which was
headed by then president, Yvonne Larsen.
Prior to the organization study of the decision-maki ng
process, the time it took to gain approval from the superintendent to board had been slow and the communication
processes within the district office and school sites lacked
coordination.

These problems caused the administrator s at

the schools to generate duplication of information.
Of major concern was the lack of use of Community
Relations and Integration Services, a division in the
district office which was set up to monitor schools and
their integration efforts.

School sites were in need of

central office support and the recommendatio n was made that
Community Relations and Integration Services be expanded to
include assistance to school site personnel implementing new
or improved desegregation programs.

The task force indi-

cated eight schools were totally minority isolated.
Solving the problem of minority isolated schools made
it necessary for the district to look at the racial/ethnic
compositions of student enrollments on a school by school
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basis.

Facilitation of the district's Voluntary Ethnic

Enrollment Program (VEEP) and provision of quality education
to minority isolated students became paramount.

In

addition, planning and articulation between elementary and
secondary groupings of schools based on feeder school
patterns were to be implemented to create a smoother progression for students as they matriculated from the
elementary to the secondary level.

Administrative pro-

cedures were to be established which would reflect a K-12
continuum of services to schools insuring equitable
treatment of all programs regardless of grade levels.
An examination of the roles and responsibilities of the

board members and district line officers was to be conducted
to clearly define and delineate responsibilities.

The board

of education was, therefore, asked to review and concisely
define its goals, the direction and the priorities it wished
to pursue.

To this end, the board was to meet with selected

employee group representatives to collectively define roles
and responsibilities and board/staff relationships.

The

purpose of this process was to build a much needed trust
between the board and staff as soon as possible.
The board of education accepted the task force report
and responded positively to its recommendations.

However,

the implementation of the recommendations proposed by the
court and the task force was the responsibility of the
superintendent.
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Goren (1984) stated that Judge Welsh continually faced
what he considered to be a lack of commitment from school
district administrators to implement an integration program.
The judge was convinced that voluntary integration programs
would avoid the types of problems that would arise from the
enforcing of a mandatory busing program.

Goodman, who was

charged in the Carlin case with being insensitive to the
needs of the minority community, would not respond to the
judge's orders.

This controversy caused the superintendent

to be under the close scrutiny of Judge Welsh's court
(Goren, 1984, pp. 27-28).
In April, 1981, the superintendent's actions were
challenged further as a testing scandal involving the
Achievement Goals Program (AGP) erupted.

The AGP program

was designed to improve the test scores of minority students
through the use of directed teaching strategies and district
developed materials which provided systematic reinforcement
in basic learning deficiencies.
a fine program.

AGP would later prove to be

However, in 1981, a discovery was made in

the testing and evaluation of the district.

The AGP program

was using questions which came directly from the California
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) achievement tests which would
improperly skew test score results.

An investigation

indicated that only a few administrators in the district
office were responsible for all district educational
programs.

The superintendent and three other administrators

were given a reprimand by the board for their negligence and
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improper supervision of the testing program.

The testing

scandal proved to be the "the straw that broke the camel's
back," and was the major impetus for the administrative
reorganization of the San Diego City Schools.
The board of education began the reorganization process
by creating the San Diego City Schools Task Force to Study
the Organizational Structure in the San Diego Unified School
District.

Representatives from the district office, the San

Diego County Office of Education, the San Diego City Schools
Administrator's Association, and the community studied
district administrative reorganization.

The task force was

charged with developing an administrative structure which
addressed the needs of the 23 racially isolated schools.
Goodman refused to serve on this committee.
On August 3, 1981, Welsh in his annual "Memorandum of
Intended Decision" appointed three school administration
specialists to study how the district could be reorganized.
The court appointed experts were Ewald Nyquist, Vice
President of Pace University in New York; Michael Kirst,
Professor of Education at Stanford University; and H. Thomas
James, Director of the Spencer Foundation.
As time passed, both task forces kept Welsh abreast of
their endeavors through regular progress reports.

Recom-

mendations indicating the need for decentralization or a K12 conterminous restructuring in which elementary, middle
and high schools would be put together into areas with
common boundaries, and the development of a district
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planning function which could predict trends and impacts
were included, along with others, in the progress reports.
During this time, tension between the board of education and
superintenden t Goodman was mounting as the board's demand
for knowledge through regular communication with Goodman
escalated.

The possession of knowledge is often equated

with the possession of power for it is difficult at best to
take actions necessary to make long-range plans, decisions
and policies when access to pertinent information is
limited.

In limiting the board's scope, the position of

power became skewed and trust level diminished.

The

district appeared to be in upheaval as rumors of trouble
spread to school sites bringing with them an air of
instability.

Employees wondered what was to happen next.

They had grown used to the status quo, and change is a
process that is easy only when others are asked to do it.
Nonetheless, change was imminent and everyone wondered how
it would affect them.

San Diego Unified was once again in

an era of accountabilit y in which the needs of society are
reflected through its elected board officials.
Tension continued to mount between the board and superintendent Goodman and reached a peak during the last week of
September, 1981.

Goodman's refusal to lead the task force

on the reorganizatio n of the district had upset the board,
and the press indicated that several board members had met
with Goodman to discuss a buy-out of his contract (Colvin,
1981).
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The board met confidentiall y with Goodman for nearly
two weeks.

At the end of the deliberations , Goodman decided

not to accept the buy-out offer presented him.

The board

countered with an attempt to demote Goodman to the role of
deputy superintenden t but subsequently agreed to allow him
to remain in his position on a probationary basis for eight
months with the stipulation that several action plans be
prepared and implemented to rectify many of the problems
cited by the court and task forces.
Judge Franklin B. Orfield took over the responsibilit y
for the Carlin case after Welsh retired from the bench and
continued to press the district toward the implementatio n of
a more responsive administrativ e structure.
Goren (1984) summarized the final month of Goodman's
tenure as superintenden t:
A movement towards definite change in the school
district finally occurred in late February of 1982.
The second report of the school district's Task Force
was presented on February 16.

This was followed by the

final report of Kirst, Nyquist, and James on February 23 and the resignation of Superintenden t Thomas
Goodman on February 28, 1982.

(p. 39)

Goodman's resignation included a $122,000 buy-out of the
remaining portion of his contract.

The superintende nt's

resignation allowed the board to begin the implementatio n of
its own policy objectives and those ordered by the court.
The search for a new superintenden t who would work closely
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with the board to change the administrativ e structure and be
responsive to the community was undertaken, and Eugene F.
Brucker, Assistant Superintenden t of Student Services
Division, stepped in to provide organizationa l stability as
acting superintenden t.
The effects of Proposition 13 were beginning to be
realized and resulted in cutbacks in all governmental
services.

The school district became concerned that state

aid would be reduced, and the board directed the acting
superintenden t on June 22, 1982 to reduce the management
services for 1983-84 by a minimum of $750,000.
On August 6, 1982, Dr. Thomas Payzant was hired as the
new superintenden t of the San Diego Unified School District.
Payzant had not officially taken office when he presented
his proposed reorganizatio n concept paper to the board of
education on October 8, 1982.

Taking a strong stand, he

acknowledged that with reorganizatio n there would be change,
speculation, and anxiety about the impact and the change it
would have on people.

Payzant clarified that some existing

positions would be eliminated or reassigned while some new
positions would be created and asked for board authorization
to notify top level administrator s who were on fixed time
contracts that automatic contract renewal would not be
guaranteed in the new organization, but they would be given
fair consideration for positions in the school district for
which they qualified.

A clear deinition of his personal

philosophy was given in his paper:
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A school district exists to provide educational
services for children.

In form and function, the

administrativ e organization is designed to meet the
goals of the school district.

The final test of the

organization' s effectiveness is whether it works.
it responsive to the people it serves?

Is

Will it foster

planning, decision making, implementatio n of programs,
and evaluation?

Does it accommodate diversity, con-

flict, and creativity?
effort and caring?

Will it encourage commitment,

Can it tolerate determination , risk

taking and questioning?

Does it encourage its

employees to be tough, but not insensitive; decisive,
but fair; and idealistic, but realistic?
My goal is an organization that provides positive
answers to these questions.

It will require a central

office staff able to cut red tape and extend services
to the teachers, administrator s, and support personnel
who work directly with children in the schools.

The

organization must create a balance between direction
from the central office and autonomy in individual
schools.

There must be a clear understanding of where

responsibilit y lies.

There must be a balance between

district goals and school goals, between district
standardizati on and school flexibility.

The adminis-

trative organizationa l plan I present here is designed
to be functional, cost effective, and service oriented.
It will require competent, committed, diligent people
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working through it to meet the policy goals set by the
Board and the administra tive objectives set by me.
(Payzant, 1982, pp. 1-2)
The plan presented for reorganiza tion and consolidat ion
was concise.

The district needed to strive for centralize d

direction that establishe d continuity and equity, but which
supported some decentrali zation by encouragin g staff and
parent involvemen t in decision making at the building level.
The proposed organizati on, which later became reality, was
to have six major divisions:

Finance; School Operations ;

Business Services; Educationa l Services; Personnel Services;
and Planning, Research and Evaluation .

Roles and

expectatio ns were delineated for each division with chain of
command and lines of communica tion.

In summary, Payzant

reaffirmed his philosophy of why organizati ons exist and how
they achieve their desired results in his statement:
An organizati on exists to help people achieve specific

purposes.

It defines where authority and responsi-

bility must be.

It sets expectatio ns.

One form of

organizati on can be better than another, but in the
final analysis, it is the people who fill the roles in
the organizati on that determine whether or not purposes
are achieved.

(Payzant, 1982, pp. 4-18)

Payzant officially began his duties as superinten dent
of the district on November 1, 1982 and on November 2, 1982,
he received board approval for his plan.

During the interim

period between November, 1982, and May-June, 1983, decisions
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regarding appointme nts, promotions , demotions and reduction
in managemen t staff took place as Payzant carried out the
board directive of June 22, 1982.

The board adopted

district goals for 1983-85 on May 31, 1983.

The 1983-84

objectives of the superinten dent were stated for each board
goal.

These goals and objectives constitute d the expecta-

tions held by the board and the superinten dent for the
district, the direction that employees were to take in
meeting position responsib ilities, a plan for allocation of
resources and a plan for evaluation of programs and personnel.
Goals and objectives were set in the areas of basic
skills, managemen t and organizati on, facilities planning and
budget and finance.

The overall district focus was to

provide all children the opportunit y to reach their
potential by enabling them to become literate through
setting standards which demanded excellence in the implementation of effective programs, staff developmen t and
parent participat ion.

It was the first time that district

goals were disseminat ed and a clear mission set.
The Issue
Despite past movement toward accountab le, effective,
efficient schools and the expenditur e of billions of dollars
allocated to supplement education and its enrichmen t, many
students have not achieved academica lly according to their
potential.

National concern for student achievemen t and
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academic literacy has become a call for educationa l reform.
The need to rectify educationa l inadequaci es has escalated
efforts toward educationa l accountab ility.

The word

accountab ility raises many questions and we begin to ask:
(a) What is accountab ility? (b) Who is accountabl e? (c) Why
have previous attempts at accountab ility failed? and
(d) What part does accountab ility play in the principals hip?
In answer to these questions I employ the definition of
accountab ility given by Lopez (1970).

He suggested that

accountab ility refers to the "process of expecting each
member of an organizati on to answer to someone doing
specific things according to specific plans and against
certain timetables to accomplish tangible performanc e
results" (p. 65).

This definition of accountab ility assumes

that everyone who joins an organizati on does so presumably
to help in the achievemen t of its purpose.

The definition

assumes that individual behavior which contribute s to this
purpose is functional and that which does not is dysfunctional .

Accountab ility is intended, therefore, to

insure that the behavior of every member of an organizati on
is largely functional .

Accountab ility attempts in the past

may have failed because there has been little insurance that
the behavior of every member of educationa l organizati ons is
functional .
The principal, as site administra tor, is directly
responsibl e for policy program implement ation at a specific
school which may include but is not limited to academic
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programs.

While principal accountabilit y is not a new

concept, it has taken on a new meaning, causing change in
the level of principal responsibilit y.

This and other

changes caused by the accountabilit y movement have impacted
principal leadership behavior as well as administrativ e
practice and expectations.

In fact, because there have been

so many changes, the principalship itself is now in a
constant state of change.
Objectives of This Research
The San Diego Unified School District is one of the
five largest urban school districts in the state of California and is responsible for the education of thousands of
children.

This study of educational accountabilit y and its

impact on school administrator s has three major objectives:
1.

To ascertain what impact the educational

accountabilit y movement has had on the behavior of selected
principals in the San Diego Unified School District from
1983 to 1986.
2.

To determine what changes, if any, the movement

toward accountable, effective, efficient schools has had on
the role of principals in the San Diego Unified School
District from 1983 to 1986.
3.

To identify from the principal's point of view

areas of skill and knowledge that today's principals must
possess or actively pursue in order to be effective
instructional administrator s.
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Signific ance of the Study
History supports the fact that many efforts toward
educatio nal account ability have been made.

Most recently ,

however, some people have come to the realizat ion that
account ability is a fluid and fast moving field which may be
cultural ly and socially bound, dependin g on the society and
its wants and needs.

Schools as public agencies are

affected by their societal clientel e and appear to be under
more scrutiny than ever before.

The completi on of this

study will be highly benefici al to both current and prospective adminis trators, as this study will provide an
evolutio nary picture and facilita te the understa nding of the
account ability movemen t within the district under study.

In

addition , this study will identify the skills that today's
effectiv e leaders must possess.
Definiti on of Terms
ABC Schools:

These schools are located in communi ties

that have positive ethnic balances .
Achievem ent Goals Program:
on four concepts :

A curriculu m that focuses

mastery learning , direct instruct ion,

time-on- task, and reduced classroom distract ions.
Bilingua l Programs :

A curiculum that provides

assistan ce to the limited English proficie nt student through
English as a second language instruct ion and instruct ion in
the native language .
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Chapter II Program:

A federal program that provides

funding for certificated teachers who work in a tutorial
capacity for 20 hours per week assisting students in need of
additional support.
ECIA Chapter I and State Compensatory Education
Programs:

These provide additional support for education-

ally disadvantaged youth.
Effective School:

A school which meets the academic

and social needs of its students through strong instructional leadership and rigorous curriculum.
Feeder School:

A residential school whose students

automatically feed into another residential school.
Gifted and Talented Program:

Academically able

students are placed in these classes based on screening and
certification , high achievement scores and/or teacher recommendation.
Instructional Leadership:

The extent to which the site

administrator demonstrates commitment and provides practical
guidance through vision to his or her staff in the achievement of shared goals.
Magnet School:

A magnet school offers a program that

has a specialized emphasis, unique and different from those
in other schools.
School Improvement Program:

A state-funded program

started in 1977 which provides framework and funds for the
systematic improvement of selected schools and requires
periodic program reviews for continued funding.
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Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program:

A bussing program

that allows nonwhite children to voluntarily enroll in a
school located in a predominantly white residential area and
vice versa.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter focuses on literature surroundin g effective schools and serves to provide an indepth awareness of
the research, related to the effective schools/ac countability reform movement, as they relate to and affect school
administra tors.
In the early stages of this review, it became apparent
that studies pertaining to effective schools were plentiful
while studies pertaining to the accountab ility reform movement were just beginning to emerge.

Encompass ing many

sources and strategies , this literature search included the
use of the ERIC clearingho use on educationa l leadership and
effective schools.

Profession al journals, abstracts,

periodica ls, books, microfilms and dissertati ons were
researched at the University of San Diego, San Diego State
University and University of California at San Diego
libraries.
Effective Schools and Principals
With the move toward effective schooling and accountability came the move toward stronger and more effective
principals .

Administr ators need to be knowledge able in many

20
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areas in order to be effectiv e in a changing educatio nal
organiza tion.
Edmonds (1979) observed that instruct ionally effectiv e
inner city schools had a strong emphasis on acquisit ion of
reading skills and frequent evaluati on of pupil progress .
In comparis on to lower achievin g schools, teachers in higher
achievin g schools reported signific antly greater amounts of
principa l support and were more task oriented .

Edmonds,

therefor e, conclude d that the most tangible and indispensable characte ristics of effectiv e schools were:
(a) strong adminis trative leadersh ip, (b) a climate of
expectat ion in which no children are permitte d to fall below
minimum but efficaci ous levels of achievem ent, (c) emphasis
on acquisit ion of basic skills, and (d) flexibil ity of
resource s to meet fundamen tal objectiv es (pp. 20-24).
Accordin g to Austin (1979), Benjamin (1981), Blumberg
and Greenfie ld (1986), Clark, Lotto, and McCarthy (1980),
Gersten and Carnine (1982), Lipham (1982), and Shoemake r and
Fraser (1981), today's principa ls need to be knowledg eable
and skilled as educatio nal leaders.

Each author mentione d

the importan ce of knowledg e in at least two or three of the
followin g areas:

(a) curriculu m and instruct ion develop-

ment, (b) interper sonal human relation s and cultural
awarenes s, and (c) adminis tration and decision making.
Cawelti (1980) believed that there were two fundamen tal
componen ts which were crucial to effectiv e principa ls.
are as follows:
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1.

Task behaviors, goals which the principal utilizes

to put more structure into the work environment.
2.

Relationship behavior, goals which the principal

employs to motivate people, such as praise, criticism,
"strokes," and two-way communication (Cawelti, 1980,
pp. 2-5).

Effective administrator s are those who apply the

right mix of concern for goals and people, for they seem to
know what kind of behavior is needed.

"Situational leader-

ship fits nicely here," Cawelti stated, "in that it teaches
that the leader relies heavily upon group maturity as an
important determinant of style • • . •

Today's instructional

leaders must possess skills in the four areas of: (a) curriculum development, (b) clinical supervision, (c) staff
development, and (d) teacher evaluation" (p. 5).
The work of Jentz and Wofford (1979) focused on
administrator s and the ways they can become more effective
in working with and helping subordinates do a better job
using highly skilled interpersonal behaviors.
Researchers have found that principals of achieving
schools have certain factors or methods in common in providing strong administratio n.

According to Lipham (1982),

successful principals use a situational management style and
vary their behaviors as the situation warrants.

The single

most important factor in determining the success or failure
of a school is the ability of the principal to lead the
staff in planning, implementing and evaluating improvements
in the school's educational program.

The contingency theory
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would then seem to be saying that a low task, human
relations oriented principal should not be placed in an
underachievin g school if the student body of that school is
expected to achieve.
The literature overwhelmingl y suggests that the
principal's management style and commitment make a difference in school climate and student achievement.

Gretchko

and DeMont (1980) found successful principals to have
positive self-images and pride in the principalship .

For

them the principalship was not a way station to the central
office but a goal in and of itself.

Benjamin (1981) found

that principals of achieving schools cared more about the
academic progress than human relations.
Manasse (1984) postulated that principals of successful
schools, like high performing leaders in the private sector,
have a vision of what their schools should be and of their
role in achieving it.

Manasse suggested that effective

principals are proactive, "the effective principal has the
skills necessary to bring all the individuals and subsystems
into congruence so that they all work toward a common goal"
(p. 46) •

Dwyer (1984) found that successful principals were able
to find resources "where others saw only problems."

The

principals' expectations for students were essential aspects
of their overall school plan and an influence on the nature
of their routine activities (p. 35).
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Austin (1979) concluded that in exceptiona l schools
there were strong administra tors, meaning that schools were
being run for a purpose rather than running from force of
habit.

Principals participat ed strongly in the classroom

instructio nal program, felt they had control over the
functionin g of their schools, and held high expectatio ns for
both teachers and students.
Huff, Lake, and Schaalman (1982) believed that analytical skills were key differenti ators in comparing average and
high-perfo rming principals .
Amor et al. (1976) and Cohen, Miller, Bredo, and
Duckworth (1977) pointed out the importance of the principal's role in maintainin g order, acting as an agent of
change, setting clear objectives , conveying high expectations for student achievemen t, offering support and guidance
to teachers, providing public rewards and incentives , and
spending time in the classroom.
However, ethnograph ic studies of principals ' day-to-day
routines have demonstrat ed that principals do not, in fact,
spend substantia l amounts of time attending to instructio nal
activities (Glatthorn

&

Newberg, 1983; Howell, 1981;

Wolcott, 1973).
Stronge (1988) suggested that a typical principal
performs an enormous number of tasks daily but only 11% of
these tasks are related to instructio nal leadership .
Buffie (1989) agreed with the lack of time spent on
instructio nal leadership and suggested that effective
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leaders are visionary and communica tive, and develop high
levels of trust and collegiali ty.
Blumberg and Greenfield pointed to the same problem:
Men and women principals themselves are not clear,
as a group, regarding their role priorities .

While

many seem to aspire to enacting a conception of themselves as instructio nal leaders, relatively few appear
satisfied that they are performing well in this area,
and many recognize they lack the skill and knowledge
needed to be effective in this domain.

(1980, p. 45)

Though the principal has an indirect influence on
student achievemen t by becoming an administra tor of
instructio n, it is the teacher who instructs the students.
Therefore, it is the teacher who directly influences student
achieveme nt.

Austin (1979) found that in exceptiona l

schools teaching staffs had greater experience and more
pertinent education.

"Teachers felt free to try new

teaching techniques and expected children to show high
achievemen t and display good citizenshi p" (pp. 10-12).
Effective teachers increased engagement time or time on
task for students.

These teachers set learning goals and

informed students and parents of them, actively assessed
student progress toward achieving the goals, and frequently
made class presentati ons illustratin g how to do assigned
work. Teachers held high expectatio ns for themselves and
students (Bossert, 1971; Brophy, 1979; Fischer, Filby,
Marliane, Cahan, Dishaw, Moore, & Berliner, 1978; Good &
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Grouws, 1977).

Murnane (1981) found that teachers who

participated in postgraduate courses were more effective.
These teachers appeared to be highly motivated and motivation is critical to teacher effectiveness .
Greenblatt, Copper, and Muth (1984) stated that
"teachers do better when their principals follow the ten
commandments of consultations " (p. 58).

This, in summary,

suggests that consultation be taken seriously and used as an
effective tool to facilitate the attainment of program goals
and expectations.
Thus, it seems that strong, competent leadership and
knowledgeable , competent, motivated teachers are needed to
effect student achievement.

Incorporating the findings of

Brookover and Lezotte (1979) and Marcus, Wellish, MacQueen,
Duck, and Less (1976), the following nine statements represent a summary of research findings on effective schooling.
1.

Achievement gains tend to occur in schools where

administrator s assume more overall responsibilit y for policy
decisions.
2.

Principals who place first priority on decisions

concerning the selection of basic instructional materials
succeed in raising achievement.
3.

Improving goals emphasizes the importance of goal

attainment.
4.

The staffs of the improving schools tend to believe

that all of their students can master the basic objectives
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and, furthermore, the teachers perceive that the principal
shares this belief.
5.

The staffs of the improving schools hold decidedly

higher and apparently increasing levels of expectations with
regard to the educational accomplishmen ts of their students.
6.

Teachers and principals in improving schools are

much more likely to assume responsibilit y for teaching the
basic reading and mathematics skills and are much more
committed to doing so.
7.

In the improving schools, the principal is more

likely to be an instructional manager, more likely to be
assertive in his/her instructional management role, is more
of a disciplinaria n, and assumes responsibilit y for the
evaluation of the achievement of basic objectives.
8.

The improving school staffs appear to evidence a

greater degree of acceptance of the concept of the individual teacher's accountabilit y and are further along in
developing an accountabilit y level.
9.

Differences in the levels of parent involvement in

the improving and declining schools are not clearcut, suggesting that we need to look more closely at the nature of
the involvement exercised by parents.
Reitzug (1989) concluded that the effective leader is
visible and interacts with his/her staff as a person and as
a professional.

He or she shows concern for staff members

as employees and as people while expecting much, demanding
the best and being supportive and appreciative.
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Sergiovann i (1987) suggested that the key to successful
schooling is leadership density.

This refers to the

utilizatio n of all existing leadership in a school site
among such groups as teachers, supervisor s, and administrators.

The principal 's direct leadership remains impor-

tant, but no less important are the principal 's efforts to
build, maintain and expand levels of leadership density.
Rost (1991) states, "Leadershi p is an influence
relationsh ip among leaders and followers who intend real
changes that reflect their mutual purposes" (p. 102).
The literature overwhelm ingly suggests that effective
principali ng leads to effective schooling and further states
that effective schools are further along in accepting and
developing an accountab ility model.

It becomes evident that

the school principal 's role has changed from one of being an
effective principal to one of being accountabl e for being an
effective principal.
Accountab ility
The idea of educationa l accountab ility is not a new
one.

Wynne (1972) suggested that many attempts to achieve

accountab ility have been made.

In October, 1957, Russia

launched Sputnik, the first man-made satellite.

This

dramatic event triggered a strong drive for a more rigorous
school curriculum .

"In addition, within a month of the

Sputnik orbit the National Defense Education Act was introduced in Congress.

The Act was intended to supply funds to
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further science course and generall y improve the quality of
high school educatio n" (Wynne, 1972, p. 110).
In the recent past, Project Talent, funded by the
Office of Educatio nal Research in 1959, was the first largescale effort in modern school output evaluati on in the
United States.

Project Talent was feasible only with the

developm ent of computer s as it compared the performa nce on
uniform, objectiv e and traditio nal tests of a large number
of pupils in many schools against the level of expendit ures,
size of classes, qualific ations of teachers , and socioeconomic backgrou nd of the students in those schools.

The

objectiv e was to discover which combinat ion of resource s
worked best with certain students .
Further concern for educatio nal account ability was
demonst rated in the 1954 Supreme Court ruling of Brown v.
Board of Educatio n.

The court held that delibera te school

segregat ion by race was unconst itutiona l on the premise that
segregat ed schools had the effect of handicap ping black
students , even if facilitie s and expendit ures were equal to
those of whites.

Thus, educatio nal policy was concerne d

with not only inputs in school dollars but with outputs and
effects as well.
In 1965, funds for Title I of the Elementa ry and
Secondar y Educatio n Act were appropri ated for schools having
concentr ations of children from low-incom e families .
Utilizin g data from Project Talent, research ers demonstr ated
that children having low levels of school performa nce needed
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special funding for remedial programs.

However, along with

federal funding came federal guidelines, regulations and
evaluations.

Here was another attempt at accountability.

In 1963, Pennsylvania began a statewide accountability
process articulating ten goals which included cognitive and
affective values as well as mastery of the basic skills.
School districts gave evidence of accountability
efforts in the following ways:

in New York City, the United

Bronx Parents prepared training materials for parents on
school evaluation, including comparisons between interschool
reading averages, reading scores, and other pertinent data
for 110 elementary schools (Lurie, 1971).

The Columbus,

Ohio accountability system included an annual, school-byschool output report available to all citizens (Cunningham

&

Nystrand, 1969; Merriman, 1970).
Performance contracting, too, became an outgrowth of
the emphasis on school accountability and the apparent
failure of the compensatory education programs designed
along traditional lines.

Performance contracting proposed

that private contractors be paid to teach students with
payment partly conditioned on the production of measurable,
prespecific results.

The first such arrangement between a

contractor and a public school occurred in 1969 in the
Texarkana School District, and in 1970 the San Diego Unified
School District became the first urban district to follow
the Texarkana example and work out a performance contract
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with the private firm of Educational Development Laboratory
(Lessinger, 1970).
On March 3, 1970, President Nixon articulated the need
for educational reform by sending a message on education to
Congress.

School systems were called upon to "begin

responsible, open measurement knowledge of how well the
educational process was working" and the concept of
accountabilit y was firmly endorsed:
School administrator s and school teachers alike
are responsible for their performance, and it is in
their interest as well as in the interests of their
pupils that they be held accountable • . • • Ironic
though it is, the avoidance of accountabilit y is the
single most serious threat to a continued and even more
pluralistic educational system.

(Nixon, 1970, p. 304)

The 1970 call for reform was evidently not expedient,
as the call for accountabilit y continued to echo.

Alkin

(1972) suggested that the public had lost faith in educational institutions.

Traditional acceptance of educational

programs on the basis of their past performance was no
longer the rule.

Instead the public now demanded that

schools demonstrate that resources were being utilized
properly.

According to Vincent (1984), California's Propo-

sition 13 severely limited the ability of school districts
to be accountable.

While the tax referendum was not a

revolt against taxes per se but against the equity or
distribution of the property tax, the approval of this
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proposition shifted the burden of school financing away from
the property tax and to the state government.

Local school

districts lost local control and the cutbacks weakened
district programs.
The need for educational reform continued to be of
national priority evidenced by the creation of the National
Commission on Excellence in Education in 1981.

In April of

1983, the commission transmitted the report entitled~
Nation at Risk:

The Imperative for Educational Reform.

The

findings of the commission were shocking, stating that "had
an unfriendly foreign power attempted to impose the existing
level of educational mediocrity, that we as a nation might
have viewed the imposition as an act of war" (National
Commission, 1983, p. 5).

Recommendatio ns were made.

Schools, colleges, and universities must adopt more
rigorous, measurable standards and higher expectations for
academic performance and student conduct.
In response to these recommendatio ns, the passage of
Senate Bill 813 marked the beginning of a major reform in
the public schools of California.

The bill established a

systematic accountabilit y effort to implement short- and
long-term educational reforms to improve the quality of
education.

In general, the total reform package of Senate

Bill 813 included:

(a) strengthening the graduation

requirements and improving instruction, (b) attracting and
retaining the highest quality teachers and administrator s,
(c) improving school personnel management practices,
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(d) enrichin g school programs and educatio nal options,
(e) improvin g the efficien cy and coverage of categori cal
programs , (f) strength ening school authorit y over student
discipli ne, and (g) making effectiv e use of school
faciliti es.
The Californ ia Commiss ion on the Teaching Professi on
released its Who Will Teach Our Children report, also known
as the "Commons Report," in 1985, which included within its
thirteen recomme ndations:

(a) the need to restruct ure the

teaching career and to establis h rigorous professi onal
standard s while establis hing a new system of setting and
enforcin g professi onal standard s; (b) the need to redesign
the school as a more producti ve workplac e for teachers and
students ; and (c) the need to restruct ure the managem ent of
Californ ia schools.

While many of the commiss ion's sug-

gestions related to teacher improvem ent, as well as the
improvem ent of the educatio nal process as a whole, there
were also recomme ndations which would impact site administrators as they were to move toward a more particip atory
managem ent style and the impleme ntation of recomme ndations
for which they were responsi ble.
In 1985, Becoming a Nation of Readers gave further
recomme ndations for the improvem ent of reading in all
children which were to assist them to attain levels of
literacy far beyond the basic competen cies.

Tomorrow 's

Teachers , also known as the "Carnegi e Report," released in
1986, made hard hitting recomme ndations for teacher
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educational training reform, among them the need for the
career professional teacher, administrator s were to insure
mutual exchange between research and practice to provide
teachers with opportunities to contribute to the development
of knowledge in their profession.
A Nation Prepared:

Teachers for the Twenty-first

Century in some instances reiterated and restated many of
the recommendatio ns found in Tomorrow's Teachers and also
suggested that a new category of lead teachers with the
proven ability to provide active leadership be implemented
along with teacher incentives related to schoolwide
performance.
Educational reform as seen through all of the aforementioned studies calls for more stringent preparation and
expectations for teacher training and credentialing , while
strongly suggesting that there is a need for greater teacher
and parental involvement within site decision making.
Without question, the administrator 's responsibilit y
for the proper implementatio n of the instructional program
makes him/her also responsible for teacher effectiveness ,
for the administrator through the evaluation process and
provision of technical assistance insures that the individual needs of students are being met.
Abbott (1988), superintenden t of Mt. Diablo Unified
School District and member of Deukmejian•s Commission on
Educational Quality, articulated, "Governor Deukmejian
stated that the public has a right to expect results from
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public schools.

The problem," he said, "is that American

education is too often unproductive, overregulated and
underaccounta ble" (p. 8).

State Superintenden t Bill Honig

has set accountabilit y and staff development as top
priorities for the state of California.
Abbott stated that every school district should have in
place a clearly defined annual plan which includes:
1.

Specific outcomes to be accomplished.

2.

Expected levels of achievement.

3.

A process for gathering and communicating data.

4.

Clearly defined areas of responsibilit y.

5.

Specific processes for monitoring progress.

6.

Specific processes to ensure that all district

resources are directed at accomplishing the outcomes.
7.

Incentives for successful schools.

8.

Intervention for schools that fail to achieve their

goals within a reasonable period of time.
9.

communication of expectations and results to the

Board of Education and community.
In this plan, Abbott referred to superintenden t
accountabilit y and responsibilit y.

Further examination of

this plan shows its adaptability to site administratio n.
Specifically, the outcomes are derived from four sources:
1.

Quality indicators from the state.

2.

Specific objectives established for all schools by

the superintenden t and the Board of Education.
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3.

Specific objectives establishe d by the assistant

superinten dent to address problems identified at a particular school site.
4.

Specific objectives establishe d by the school staff

and/or school site council.
He recommende d district interventi on for schools that
are unsuccess ful in meeting their objectives for two consecutive years.

A team of principals and teachers from

successful schools along with district administra tors,
curriculum and staff developmen t personnel assists the
school in the analysis and developmen t of an action plan.
The school is then given three years to successfu lly implement the district's action plan.

If still unsuccess ful,

Abbott recommends state interventi on (pp. 8-10).
Reeves (1988) suggested that since the report of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education issued~
Nation at Risk five years ago, virtually every state has
acted to impose its recommende d higher standards; however,
an implicit message has been ignored.

Before we can truly

reach rigorous standards, we must first address the needs of
our weakest students to ensure their success.

In comparing

our educationa l system to that of the Japanese, she stated
that the Japanese achieve their extremely high average level
of academic performanc e by taking care that their weakest
students do well.

As they have often claimed, they have

"the best bottom 50% in the world" education ally, and they
have virtually no dropouts.
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Melendez (1991) stated that, "Administ rators must
acknowledg e that current educationa l strategies may not work
for a growing number of minority students, and start
designing ways to ensure that these students can succeed in
school" (pp. 8-10).
Gross and Furey (1987) posit that today's principal is
like the director of a play, charged with taking a script
written by a talented playwright and making it come to life
on his or her own stage.

Though the principal may not be

enamored with the script, clearly different skills are
required to meet this challenge.

If principals are to be

accountab le, increased training should be provided in the
areas of monitoring , implementa tion of curriculum and the
interpreta tion of test data.

In addition, added supports

are needed for principals in the training of staff in implementing new instructio nal systems.
Burns and Lindner (1985) alluded to the need for the
states as policy makers to move quickly in assessing and
documentin g educationa l excellence , as failure could potenti~lly be catastroph ic for public education.

Considered is

the fact that many states have enacted changes in teacher
certificat ion, compensati on and recruitmen t while designing
ways to increase the quality of teachers in the classrooms .
Examples of evaluative techniques are suggested.
Peters and Waterman (1982) found that highly motivating
teaching conditions were present when teachers found their
work lives meaningfu l, had reasonable control over their
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work activities and experience d personal responsib ility and
accountab ility for outcomes.

Again, this seems to suggest a

more global view of shared accountab ility.
Snider (1989) stated that the Hawkins-S tafford Act of
1988 marked the first time that effective school principals
were included in a federal law.

It provided for explicit

options which districts could fund with Chapter 1 or Chapter
2 aid and contained specific provisions for school accountability.

In general, the Educationa l and Labor Committee

found that much of the research on effective schools was
based on schools where teachers and principals attempted to
raise the academic performanc e of students through a bottom
up process.

The committee focus, however, was on how

research could be applied through a top down process from
district central offices or county offices which, again,
suggests accountab ility and perhaps a greater resurgence
toward state conducted school program quality reviews.
Olson (1991) concluded that proposals to provide
parents with a choice among public and private schools are
reviving and surfacing at all levels of government and being
fueled by President Bush's $200 million-d ollar plan to
reward districts that develop choice policies which enable
parents to enroll their children in public or private
schools.
Governor Thompson of Wisconsin has endorsed the hiring
of private practice teachers for public schools and outlined
proposals to:
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1.

Permit schools to obtain waivers from state regula-

tions that hindered their ability to try innovative
education programs;
2.

Give bonus grants for schools that show improve-

3.

Create a panel to set education goals for the state

ment;

and develop and oversee a system to measure schools'
progress in meeting those goals;
4.

Issue report cards on every school and mandate

achievemen t testing for all students in grades 3, 5, 7, 9,
and 10;
5.

Allow high-schoo l juniors and seniors to take

courses for free at any state postsecond ary school; and
6.

Transform auditors for the state education depart-

ment into school-imp rovement teams aiding "low performing "
school districts (Thompson, 1991, p. 18).
Propositio n 98 passed in California in 1988 requires
that boards issue an annual School Accountab ility Report
Card on each school which addresses informatio n on thirteen
school conditions suggested by the state which includes:
1.

Student academic progress and CAP test data.

2.

Dropout prevention progress or strategies .

3.

School descriptio n and funding sources.

4.

Class size.

5.

Adequacy of teacher and administra tor evaluation .

6.

School climate/d iscipline.

7.

Curriculum improvemen t.
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8.

Quality of school instruction and leadership.

9.

Comparison of salaries for teachers, administrator s

and superintenden ts as well as the percentage of budget
allocated for teacher and administrativ e personnel against
statewide averages (Brown, 1990, pp. 1-6).
Bratlie (1987) and Hunt (1989) discussed the importance
of principal influence as a change agent in the implementation of school-based decision making and teacher autonomy.
The principal, however, remains the accountable person for
student outcomes as shared accountabilit y is not adequately
addressed.
Zurhellen (1987) suggested that accountabilit y as currently practiced shows little evidence of having produced
better teachers or instruction and attributed this result to
the manner in which accountabilit y is viewed as a one-way
flow of responsibilit y which is contrary to our democratic
sense of fairness.

Zurhellen believes that a two-way

relationship among all participants that recognizes both
controllable and noncontrollab le inputs is essential to
accountabilit y systems.

Benveniste (1984) postulated that

accountabilit y implies external control in which output
accountabilit y is emphasized.

We must begin to emphasize

accountabilit y input, which means that there is a need to
reexamine teacher and administrator training and to jointly
design restructuring systems around measures which provide
direct information to teachers, parents and administrator s
on how to rectify their behavior to facilitate desired
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outcomes.

Additiona lly, Benveniste indicated that there is

good and bad accountab ility.

Good accountab ility serves to

positively reorient action and measures what is important.
Bad accountab ility is costly, takes too much time away from
teaching or, in the case of the administra tor, instructio nal
leadership duties, and is difficult to measure.
Summary
We can see from the Reeves and Abbott statements that
though pressure is being placed on principals , the movement
is linear and moves from top to bottom, from the state to
the local school district to the school site.

With

communica tion and informatio n moving in this downward mode,
one wonders how much pertinent informatio n regarding
accountab ility implementa tion as it concerns district needs
and constraint s filters upward.
cannot be considered a whim.

Above all, the movement

Instead, it should be viewed

as an ever evolving and necessary part of the educationa l
system.

We also are made aware of the rebirth of the

voucher (choice) system and the many hats that site
principals wear, from setting up site governance schoolbased decision making teams to creating a safe and orderly
environmen t, often in the midst of turmoil such as the
Cleveland Elementary school yard shooting spree that took
place in Stockton, California , documented by Jennings (1989,
p. 1).
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introducti on
The three objectives of this study are to ascertain the
impact of the educationa l accountab ility movement on
selected principals in the San Diego Unified School District
from 1983 to 1986, the changes accountab ility has had on the
role of the principal, and the identifica tion from the principal's perspectiv e of the skills and knowledge necessary
for today's instructio nal administra tors.

Survey research

and qualitativ e methods have been used to obtain the
necessary data.

The data gathered from the survey were

analyzed to determine the (a) specific areas of school site
accountab ility which had the greatest impact on the school
administra tors, (b) problems or stressors encountere d in the
creation or maintenanc e of an effective school, (c) delineation of character istics and knowledge needed for the
successful principal, and (d) recommende d consequenc es for
educators who are unable to achieve student learning results
that had been agreed upon under the accountab ility program.
Findings of this study provide the basis for recommend ations
for greater school site support and will facilitate an
understand ing of the accountab ility movement within the

42
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district under study for prospectiv e and current administrators.
Research Methodolog y
The methodolog y for this research includes the use of
survey questionna ire data and was chosen by the researcher
because it facilitate s broad based data collection which, in
turn, gave greater insight into the study in question and
into the beliefs and feelings of survey responden ts.
Babbie (1973) described survey research as a study of a
segment or portion of a population for the distinct purpose
of making estimated assentatio ns or characteri zations about
the nature of the total population from which the sample has
been selected.
Educationa l researcher s have long accepted the use of
survey research methods.

Witkins {1984) and Borg and Gall

(1983) have observed that surveys are the most widely used
procedures in educationa l studies.
Data Gathering
Survey Instrument
A four-page instrument designed to gather the data
needed for this study consisted of a demograph ic data sheet
and 24 questions (Appendix A).

Approxima tely 19 of the 24

questions were constructe d to allow a fine choice response
similar to that of the Likert scale.

The remaining

questions were constructe d to elicit an open-ended written
response.

The survey consisted of 19 questions which
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utilized the closed-que stion format.

A numerical Likert-

like rating scale with a range from 1 (strongly agree) to 5
(strongly disagree) was used.

Questions were organized in

five clusters.
Cluster 1.

To what extent should the following people

be held responsibl e for making the education process
functional ?

These questions asked for individual ratings on

teachers, principals and central office staff.
Cluster 2.

To what extent has the impact of the

accountab ility movement affected you as a principal?

These

questions focused on organizati onal expectatio ns and
pressure to perform, being accountabl e for student achievement (test scores) and becoming an instructio nal leader.
Cluster 3.

What has caused the accountab ility movement

in the district under study?

These questions focused on the

principal 's opinions as to the cause of the accountab ility
movement and looked at parent-sch ool communica tion; the lack
of qualified, committed teachers and administra tors; the
actions of the school board and central office
administra tors; and the policies of the State Superinten dent
of Education, Bill Honig.
Cluster 4.

What problems have been encountere d in

creating or maintainin g an effective school?

These

questions focused on the lack of central office support,
time constraint s and teacher observatio ns, uncoopera tive
teachers or teachers in need of technical assistance and
lack of parent participat ion.
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Cluster 5.

How should site administra tive results be

defined and measured:

Through the use of the adminis-

trators• evaluation form, student standardiz ed tests,
California Assessment Program or Program Quality Review?
During the constructi on of this survey, this researcher
realized that using the open-ended question format would
take respondent s more time to complete than closed
questions; however, these open-ended questions allowed
responden ts to make distinctio ns that are seldom possible
with closed question formats.

Further, an open-ended format

gives respondent s the opportunit y "to express themselves in
a language that is comfortabl e for them and congenial to
their views" (Sudman

&

Bradburn, 1982, p. 50).

In order

that research objectives be met, it was essential that
responden ts be given the opportunit y to express their
opinions related to the experience s they had at the schools
without being guided into a particular response.

Schuman

and Presser (1981) suggested that "responden ts are apt to be
influenced by the specific closed question alternativ es
given, and therefore a more valid picture of respondent
choice is obtained if they must produce an answer themselves" (p. 81).
In analyzing the administra tors' responses to the five
open-ended questions, this researcher used a procedure which
provided ample space for the response to be transcribe d and
then compared the answers for similariti es.
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The demographic portion of the survey (Appendix A)
required respondents to indicate data that describe their
gender, school, level, number of years as site principal,
the number of teachers assigned to their sites, and number
and type of categorical programs on each site.
The validity of the survey questions was developed in
preliminary tests of the survey questionnaire s and followed
up by a small pilot study.

The preliminary testing of the

questionnaire included four administrator s who were asked to
review the proposed questions for the following:
1.

Clarity of instructions

2.

suggested additions or deletions

3.

Relevance to the topic under study

4.

Questionnaire format--leadin g questions

5.

Ambiguity in wording

6.

Length of the questionnaire .

The suggestions made by the administrator s were
incorporated into the revision of the questionnaire and
became the first step in securing feedback concerning the
content validity of the proposed questionnaire .

The actual

pilot study of the questionnaire took place in early spring
of 1987 to determine content validity.

A small sampling of

principals from elementary and secondary schools was chosen
on the basis of a systematic random sampling.

The survey

questionnaire was mailed to the pilot sample with a letter
of transmittal (Appendix B).

They were asked to fill out

the questionnaire while adhering to the directions.

When
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the questionn aires were returned, they contained answers
that showed that the questionna ire and the wording of the
questions were clear and that content validity was obtained.
In May, 1987, a survey mailing list was constructe d by
systematic ally selecting every third elementary school and
every second secondary school.

Secondary schools

encompasse d grades 7-12 and were junior high, middle schools
and senior high schools.

The survey instrument (Appendix A)

along with a one-page, signed letter of transmitta l from the
researcher (Appendix C) was sent to 50 school administra tors
K-12.

Borg and Gall (1979), Backstrom and Hursh (1963) and
Babbie (1973) have delineated items which all letters of
transmitta l should contain.

Thus, the letter contained the

following informatio n:
1.

Purpose of the study.

2.

Reasons for data collection .

3.

The importance of the study.

4.

The date the questionna ire had to be returned.

5.

How long questionna ire would take to complete.

6.

Results availabili ty.

The first mailing of survey questionn aires took place
in mid-May, 1987, with a return date of May 30.

A coding

system which had been put in place during the sampling
procedure allowed the researcher to actively track questionnaire returns and to determine the number of follow-up
mailings to be made.
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The 50 schools in this sample represent approximately
one-third of the schools in the district.

Since the

researcher had been sanctioned by the district under study,
the researcher was allowed to use the school mail system for
questionnaire delivery and return.
A response rate of 80% was attained.

As such, the

number of school administrator s responding to the questionnaire is of sufficient size to draw conclusions that are
generalizable to the larger population of other large urban
school districts.

Babbie (1973) stated that "a response

rate of at least 50 percent is adequate for analysis and
reporting.

A response of at least 60 percent is good.

And

a response rate of 70 percent or more is very good"
(p. 165).

Backstrom and Hursh (1963) indicated that:
The purpose of survey research is to estimate characteristics of a population . • . sampling implies some
discrepancy between the actual and the estimated value
of a characteristi c • • • . The discrepancy between the
sample estimate and the number value that would have
been found under identical conditions by a census of
all respondents is the sampling error.

The sampling

error for which we must allow, affects the reliability
of the sample estimate.

(p. 28)

The inclusion by this researcher of 50 schools reduces the
percentage of sample error and increases the accuracy of any
generalizatio ns made about the total population.
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The researcher also collected qualitative data through
holding 40- to 60-minute interview sessions with six
principals:

two from elementary, two from junior high and

two from senior high schools.

Schools were selected pri-

marily based on the school administrato r's calendar,
flexibility and willingness to participate in the study.
Based on these criteria, two elementary schools were
selected:

one with multiple external funding programs such

as Chapter 1, Achievement Goals Program, and programs
addressing the needs of Limited English Proficient Students;
and the other, a school with minimal external funding
programs.
Most secondary schools within the district under study
have only limited external funding programs such as the
School Improvement Program.

Thus two junior high and two

senior high schools with limited programs were selected for
this study.

During the selection of the six schools, geo-

graphical location, school size and principal gender were
also taken into consideration .
Principals at these sites were interviewed using 16
interview questions (Appendix D).

Interview questions were

written to elicit some of the same information derived from
survey questionnaire s with two major differences, but all of
the questions were open-ended and required verbal responses
that delved deeper into the administrato r's justification
for some of the answers given.
central office personnel:

Also interviewed were key

the superintenden t of schools,
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one school board member and three assistant superinten dents.
The purpose of these interviews was to ascertain in greater
depth the impact of the accountab ility movement from the
perspectiv e of central office personnel.
Data Analysis
Survey Questionn aire
After the questionna ires were returned, the personal
informatio n related to demograph ics, gender, ethnicity, and
years of administra tion were assigned numerical values,
i.e., male (1) and female (2), for consistenc y and ease of
tally.

These coding procedures were also utilized in deter-

mining ethnicity of respondent s as questionna ires were coded
to reveal this informatio n before their mailing.

In

analyzing the quantitati ve data, categories based on
assigned numerical values were developed to facilitate cross
category comparison s of male to female responses, and
comparison s of responses between ethnic groups to ascertain
significan t difference s in perception and to provide the
researcher with a richer insight into impact of the
accountab ility movement from several different perspectiv es.
This researcher also looked at school demograph ics to find
out if the location of the school within the district would
evidence significan t difference s in principal perception s
related to the impact of the accountab ility movement, i.e.,
principals of schools in affluent areas compared to those in
low socioecono mic areas.

Overall, frequency distributi ons
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were used to analyze the data and scaled responses were
analyzed with summaries of dispersion that reported the mean
and mode through the use of computer.

These data were then

illustrated in a meaningful display of charts and tables.
In analyzing the data provided by the open-ended questions
on the questionnaire , the researcher looked for similar
responses.

Like responses were grouped together and fre-

quencies determined.
Only two respondents left blank spaces.

The researcher

did not consider them significant enough to affect the
survey with a sampling bias.
Interviews
The researcher transcribed verbatim, by hand, everything said by interviewees.

Those interviewed did not feel

comfortable having their interviews on tape.
An analysis was made of each of the sixteen interview

questions again, looking for likeness in responses and
personal or individual perceptions and beliefs which may
have been significantly different from the norm.

Realizing

that several principals had hastily retired or were planning
retirement, the unspoken question in the back of this
researcher's mind was, would the interviews uncover unhappiness and apprehension with the new expectations brought on
by the accountabilit y movement?

Therefore, data were

carefully analyzed looking for responses that might answer
this question through inference that was not on the
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questionnaire , but nonetheless important.

Also analyzed

were likenesses and differences in perceptions of central
office staff compared to school principals.
Limitations of Study
This research had one limitation.

The archival records

did not yield the copious background information that the
researcher had expected to glean.

Much of the background

had been handed down by word of mouth, but had not been
placed in written policy or procedure.
Summary
The researcher utilized the survey method to elicit
information from K-12 school administrator s about their
feelings on the effective schools/acco untability movement as
i t affects the principalship .

The survey questionnaire

included open-ended and closed questions which allowed
participants to express their personal views and opinions.
Also utilized were the qualitative methods of personal
interview.

Much of the survey analysis was done using a

statistical computer program, while the qualitative data
required hand transcription s.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
MOVEMENT DATA

The purpose of this research is to ascertain the impact
of the educational accountabilit y movement on the behavior
of selected principals in the school district under study
from 1983 to 1986, and to determine what changes this
movement has had on the role of principals, while
identifying from the principal's perspective the areas of
skill and knowledge necessary for today's principals as
instructional leaders.

An analysis of the similarities and

differences among the respondents from elementary, middle/
junior high and secondary schools is included in this study.
The data are presented in a meaningful display of charts and
tables.

Raw scores are shown only where appropriate and

where they add descriptive explanation to the analysis.
With regard to the responses to the open-ended questions on
the questionnaire , all responses were abbreviated, similar
responses were grouped together and frequencies determined.
The survey was divided into nine basic sections; each
section posed a question and dealt with a specific subject
as listed in Table 1.

53
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Table 1
Survey Questions and Subject Areas
Section

Questions

1

1-3

Responsibilit y

2

4-6

Accountabilit y

3

7-11

cause of the movement

4

12-16

Problems encountered

5

17-20

Measurement of results

6

21a

Characteristi cs/instructio nal leaders

7

22a

Knowl.edge for today's principal

8

23a

Consequences

9

24a

What must be changed

Subject area

aOpen-ended questions.

Demographic Analysis of the Respondents
The school administrator s were selected by a systematic
random sample of elementary and secondary administrator s in
the district under study during the 1986-87 academic year.
Forty administrator s responded by completing the
questionnaire .

These responses were organized into the

geographical locales of north, south, east, west and midcity as well as Areas I, II, III and IV, because the
district under study is decentralized into four areas, with
one assistant superintenden t heading each area.

Table 2

shows the geographical distribution of the respondents.
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Table 2
Geographic al Locales of the Responden ts
Area
Number of schools
represente d

Locales

I

North and northwest

7

South

8

4

14

West
Mid-city

East and southeast

Total

II

III

IV

3

4

1

1

2

1

7

4

2

6

4

1

5

1

40

10

1
3

1
9

9

12

The survey asked the administra tors to indicate the
categorica l programs at the school.

Categorica l programs

are state and federally funded programs which for this study
encompass the following:
AGP:

Achieveme nt ~oals £rogram is a district developed

program designed to improve student basic skills acquisition.
ABC:

Already ~alanced gommunity schools are schools

with a natural residentia l ethnic balance.
Bilingual:

These programs assist limited English

proficient students by providing instructio n in their
primary native language when possible and assistance in the
learning of English as a second language.
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Chapter I:

The first chapter of the Education

Consolida tion and Improvemen t Act addresses the special
educationa l needs of low-achiev ing students affected by
language, cultural, and/or economic disadvanta ges.
Chapter II:

The second chapter sets up a Basic Skills

Assistance Supplemen tary Program (BSASP), which is funded by
both the district and federal governmen t.

The program is

aimed at improving the basic skills of students.
Gifted and Talented:

The GATE program is accessed

through testing, certificat ion, or teacher recommend ation.
GATE students receive 200 minutes of qualitativ ely different
and challengin g instructio n per week.
Magnet:
program.

The Magnet Program is a voluntary integratio n

Magnet schools offer programs with specialize d

emphasis in areas such as drama, dance, athletics, and space
exploratio n along with the academic emphasis.
School Improveme nt Program:

SIP is designed to improve

education at all levels, K-12, has a parent involvemen t
component, and requires periodic program reviews for continued funding.
Special Education:

These programs provide for all

special need children, including the handicappe d.

An

individual ly planned instructio nal program is designed to
respond to the unique character istics of children whose
needs cannot be met by the standard school curriculum .
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Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment Program:

A program that

allows voluntary bussing across residential community areas
for ethnic and racial balance.
The information in Table 3 provides some insight into
the number of site programs that respondents monitored in
their schools.

The more programs a site has, the greater

the impact on the school and site administrator.

In addi-

tion, information can be gleaned about which programs are
most common and some inference can be made about site needs.
Table 3 shows program distribution among the 26 elementary,
8 middle/junior high, and 6 secondary high school
respondents.
Each administrator was asked to indicate the number of
years that he or she had been a principal and the number of
teachers supervised.

Nineteen (47.5%) of the respondents

indicated that they had been head of a school between 0-5
years, and 6 (15%) had been administrators for between 6 and
10 years.

The remaining 15 (37.5%) respondents had been

school administrators for longer than 10 years.
The number of teachers supervised by these administrators ranged from 0-12 to 66 or more.

Five percent (2) of

the respondents supervised 0-12 teachers, 45% (18) supervised 13-24 teachers, 17.5% (7) supervised 25-40 teachers
and 15% (6) were responsible for 41-65 teachers, while 17.5%
(7) had 66+ teachers on site.
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Table 3
Categorical Programs at the 40 Schools

Number of schools
Site programs

Elementary

Middle/Junior

Senior

Percentage of
schools with programs

Achievement Goals Program

3

1

-

10

Already Balanced Communities

3

1

1

13

Bilingual

9

3

2

35

Chapter I

11

2

2

38

Chapter II

14

4

3

53

Gifted

10

3

1

35

5

2

2

23

School improvement

24

6

2

80

Special education

10

2

1

33

Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment

10

4

3

43

&

talented

Magnet

U1
(X)
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Of the 40 respondents, 20 (50%) were male while the
remaining 20 (50%) of the respondents were female.

The

ethnicity of respondents is shown in Table 4.

Table 4
Ethnicity of the Respondents

Value

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Frequency

Percent

Black

6

15.0

15.0

15.0

White

25

62.5

62.5

77.5

Hispanic

7

17.5

17.5

95.0

Asian and
Pacific Islanders

2

5.0

5.0

100.0

The information in Table 4 provides the ethnic breakdown of respondents and provides insight into the possible
overall makeup of administrator s in the district.
Analysis of the Study
Impact of Accountabilit y on Principal Behavior
The first objective of this study is to ascertain what
impact the educational accountabilit y movement has had on
the behavior of selected principals in the district from
1983-86.

The respondents were asked to what extent the

accountabilit y movement had affected them as school
principals.
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The information in Table 5 shows that nearly 87% of the
respondents showed strong agreement or general agreement
that they have felt the impact of the accountabilit y movement through higher district organizationa l expectations and
site pressure to perform.

Thus, from the school principals'

perspective, the accountabilit y movement was not only alive
and well, but appears to be causing a state of change in the
district under study.
behavior.

This change is affecting principal

The status quo seems no longer the acceptable

mode of doing business.

Table 5
Higher Organizationa l E~ectations and Pressure to Perform

Value
Strongly agree

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

20

50.0

51.3

51.3

Agree

3

22.5

23.1

74.4

Somewhat agree

5

12.5

12.8

87.2

Disagree

3

7.5

7.7

94.3

Strongly disagree

2

5.0

5.1

100.0

No answer

1

2.5

Total

40

100.0

100.0
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In Table 6 accountab ility for student achieveme nt is a
pressure that was being significan tly felt by the majority
of the responden ts who believed that the effective schools
movement was manifestin g itself through principal
accountab ility for student achievemen t test scores (i.e.,
California Test of Basic Skills [CTBS] and California
Assessmen t Program [CAP]).

Table 6

Accountab ility for Student Achievemen t

Value

Frequency

percent

Cumulative
percent

Valid

Percent

strongly agree

21

52.5

52.5

52.5

Agree

11

27.5

27.5

80.0

Somewhat agree

5

12.5

12.5

92.5

Disagree

2

5.0

5.0

97.5

Strongly disagree

1

2.5

2.5

100.0

An analysis of variance was completed between male and

female administra tors to see if the impact of the
accountab ility movement was affecting them differentl y.
Female administra tors as a group strongly agreed that they
had been impacted by the accountab ility movement, while the
male administra tors as a group only agreed that they had
been impacted (Table 7).

The difference was significan t at

the • 05 level.
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Table 7
To What Extent Has the Impact of the Accountab ility Movement
Affected You as a Principal Becoming an Instructio nal Leader
Sex
of the principals

Mean

SD

Female

1.45

0.60

Male

2.50

1.35

F value
4.49

Significan ce
.0408

The researcher analyzed the responses from elementary ,
junior high and high school principals and sought out areas
in which these groups might have responded differentl y due
to grade level school structures .

However, no significan t

difference s emerged, that is, elementary principals did not
as a group answer survey questions any differentl y than
their secondary counterpa rts.
Table 8 overwhelm ingly suggests that the ability to
provide instructio nal leadership is an extremely important
attribute for site administra tors.

The majority of the

respondent s indicated that they have felt pressure to be the
instructio nal leader for their school sites.
In summary, the move toward accountabl e, effective
schools has had a significan t impact on the behavior of
principals through higher organizati onal expectatio ns which
is accompanie d by greater levels of stress and pressure to
perform.
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Table 8
Pressure to Become an Instructional Leader

Value

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Strongly agree

21

52.5

52.5

52.5

Agree

12

30.0

30.0

82.5

Somewhat agree

2

5.0

5.0

87.5

Disagree

4

10.0

10.0

97.5

strongly disagree

1

2.5

2.5

100.0

Total

40

100.0

100.0

Student achievement has become one of the greater focal
points and also an area of major concern for site administrators as the State of California continues to monitor and
apply quality indicators which play an important part in
achieving excellence in our schools.

Also, the achievement

of the students on the California Assessment Program (CAP)
tests has been closely monitored as school staffs struggle
to fare well within their comparison bands.

Thus, there is

now a greater need and expectation that principals be
instructional leaders.
The Changing Role of the Principal
The second objective of this research is to determine
what changes the accountabilit y movement has had on the role
of principal.

The respondents suggest that they are more
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aware of the need to not only proactively keep current on
educational research but of the expectations concerning
research and site program restructuring geared to student
achievement.

This change is different from the past in that

most total restructuring efforts have been implemented at
the district level.

Now, however, the site administrator

must be an innovator and, through his or her leadership,
prepare the site to play a greater role in totally revamping
curriculum/sc hool programs to better meet the needs of
children.

In addition, the movement has given parents and

community members a greater voice in the implementatio n of
school programs and how selected school budgets are to be
used.

Therefore, there is greater pressure for principals

to be extremely visible and active in community activities.
The needs of the school mirror the needs of society.
In meeting these needs, the roles of the teacher and of the
principal have changed.

According to the respondents, their

role has greatly expanded in the areas of child protective
services and parenting because there is a need to meet as
many hygiene factors as possible if children are to be ready
to learn.
In Tables 9-12 respondents were asked what problems
they encountered in creating and maintaining an effective
school.

The areas of concern were central office support

and funding (Table 9), the time needed for teacher observation and clinical teaching (Table 10), uncooperative
teachers or teachers needing technical assistance (Table
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11), and lack of parent participat ion (Table 12).

Of the

four areas, lack of central office support and funding and
lack of parent participat ion appeared to be significan t
problems encountere d by the respondent s in creating and
maintainin g effective schools.

Surprising ly, the other

areas in question shown in Tables 10 and 11 did not seem to
cause the problems the researcher anticipate d.

These

findings are significan t because they will alert central
office administra tors to the needs of site administra tors
which may, in turn, assist in the achievemen t of a mutual
goal, the creation and maintenanc e of schools which meet the
needs of our clientele.

Table 9
The Problems Encountere d in Creating and Maintainin g an
Effective School:

Lack of Central Office Support and

Funding

Value

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Strongly agree

10

25.0

25.6

25.6

Agree

10

25.0

25.6

51.3

Somewhat agree

8

20.0

20.0

71.8

Disagree

8

20.0

20.6

92.3

Strongly disagree

3

7.5

7.7

100.0

1

2.5

Total

40

100.0

100.0
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Table 10
The Problems Encounte red in Creating and Maintain ing an
Effectiv e School:

Teacher Observa tionLCli nical Teaching Too

Time Consumin g

Value

Frequenc y

Percent

Valid
percent

cumulati ve
percent

Strongly agree

6

15.0

15.0

15.0

Agree

9

22.5

22.5

37.5

Somewhat agree

8

20.0

20.0

57.5

13

32.5

32.5

90.0

4

10.0

10.1

100.0

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

100.0

40

100.0

Table 11
The Problems Encounte red in Creating and Maintain ing an
Effectiv e School:

Uncoo:ge rative Teachers or Teachers

Needing Technica l Assistan ce

Frequenc y

Percent

Valid
percent

cumulati ve
percent

strongly agree

3

7.5

7.5

7.5

Agree

8

20.0

20.0

27.5

Somewhat agree

9

22.6

22.5

50.0

14

35.0

35.0

85.0

6

15.0

15.0

100.0

Value

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0
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Table 12
The Problems Encountered in Creating and Maintaining an
Effective School:

Lack of Parent Partici:eation

Value

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

CUmulative
percent

Strongly agree

3

12.5

12.5

12.5

Agree

8

25.0

25.0

37.6

Somewhat agree

9

27.5

27.5

65.0

14

25.0

25.0

90.0

6

10.0

10.0

100.0

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0

In Tables 13-16 respondents were asked how administrative results should be measured.

The areas of concern

were administrator success measured by administrator evaluation form (Table 13), measured by student achievement on
CTBS (Table 14), success defined by CAP test scores (Table
15), and success to be measured by program quality review
outcomes (Table 16).
In defining the criteria to be used in measuring or
determining the school and administration's results or
success, a great majority of the respondents seemed comfortable with administrative evaluation forms even though
these procedures are ever evolving and expectations are
increasingly becoming more rigorous.

However,
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administra tors were badly split on the use of the California
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) and California Assessmen t
Program (CAP) as a method of measuring administra tive
success.

Both systems seem to be highly controver sial and

unacceptab le to a large number of school administra tors.

A

much larger agreement, overall, was found among respondent s
for the use of program quality review (PQR) as a means of
determinin g administra tive effectiven ess.

The acceptance of

this method of assessment may be due to the holistic, multifaceted approach utilized in assessment .

Table 13
Should Administr ative Results/Su ccess Be Measured by
Administr ator Evaluation Form?

Value

Frequency

Strongly agree

Percent

Valid
percent

cumulative
percent

7

17.5

18.4

18.4

Agree

11

27.5

28.9

47.4

Somewhat agree

10

25.0

26.3

73.7

Disagree

9

22.5

23.7

97.4

Strongly disagree

1

2.5

2.6

100.0

2

5.0

Total

40

100.0

100.0
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Table 14
Should Administrativ e Results/Succe ss Be Measured by Student
Achievement on CTBS?

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

cumulative
percent

strongly agree

2

5.0

5.0

5.0

Agree

5

12.5

12.5

17.5

Somewhat agree

14

35.0

35.0

52.5

Disagree

16

40.0

40.0

92.5

3

7.5

7.5

100.0

Value

Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0

Table 15
Should Administrativ e Results/Succe ss Be Defined by CAP Test
Scores?

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Strongly agree

1

2.5

2.5

2.5

Agree

5

12.5

12.5

15.0

Somewhat agree

13

32.5

32.5

47.5

Disagree

18

45.0

45.0

92.5

3

7.5

7.5

100.0

Value

Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0
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Table 16
Should Administr ative Results/Su ccess Be Measured by Program
Quality Review Outcomes?

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

1

2.5

2.5

2.5

Agree

18

45.0

45.0

47.5

Somewhat agree

12

30.0

30.0

77.5

Disagree

9

22.5

22.5

100.0

Strongly disagree

1

2.5

2.5

100.0

Value
Strongly agree

Total

40

100.0

100.0

In the open-ended question of the survey, respondent s
were asked to list a problem encountere d in creating and
maintainin g an effective school that was not listed on the
questionn aire.
response.

They were provided one space for written

Out of 40 possible responses, 19 were given.

The

responses were hand-talli ed to ascertain the top five most
frequent responses.

A hand-held calculator was used and

percentage s ending in .5 were rounded to the next highest
number (Table 17).
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Table 17
Problems Encountered in Creating and Maintaining an
Effective School
Problems

Frequency

Percentage

Unrealistic timelines

5

26

Categorizatio n of funding

5

26

Uncommitted principals

4

21

Excessive meetings and paperwork

3

16

Discipline problems

2

11

In summary, I find that the role of the principal has
changed in that there are higher organizationa l expectations
as well as greater expectations to perform as the instructional leader of a given school.

Site administrator s are

now, more than ever, being held accountable for student
achievement.

Principals of schools with large populations

of at-risk students or students operating below the 50th
percentile on achievement tests may feel the greatest
pressure to perform as administrator effectiveness ratings
may be affected.
Survey results suggest a great need for funding and
central office support.

Administrator s were in favor of the

time i t took them to do teacher supervision and clinical
teaching as both are necessary to create an effective
school, and it is evident that the site administrato r's role
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has changed slightly.

As schools become thought of as

community schools, the principal becomes responsibl e for a
greater amount of public relation activities as well as the
developmen t of creative ways of procuring parent involvement.
Though the role of principal continues to change and
administra tors are being held accountabl e to a much greater
degree than ever before by way of thorough evaluation , the
survey results show that administra tors are comfortab le with
evaluation and therefore with accountab ility.

They, how-

ever, were not fully comfortab le with using test scores as
the criterion for determinin g site administra tor effectiveness.

This researcher believes that there are many things

to consider when looking at site administra tor effectiveness.

There are many variables that cannot be

controlled by the administra tors and should be taken into
considerat ion when looking at test score gains or declines.
As educators, we must always keep in mind that we are
dealing with the whole child and not just one part of him or
her.

The same should hold true for the school and

community.
Finally, in the open-ended question, a small group of
administra tor responden ts felt hindered in creating an
effective school by unrealisti c timelines, categoriza tion of
funding, lack of principal commitmen t, excessive meetings
and paperwork, and discipline problems.
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Skills and Knowledge for Today's Principals
The third objective of this research is to identify
from the principal's perspective areas of skill and
knowledge that today's principal must possess or actively
pursue in order to be effective instructional leaders.
The respondents were asked:

"What kind of knowledge is

paramount for today's principal?" and they were provided
with six open-ended spaces for written responses.
240 possible responses, 184 were given.

out of

The responses were

hand tallied to ascertain the six responses most frequently
given by the 40 administrator respondents (Table 18).

In

figuring percentages, a hand-held calculator was used and
percentages ending in .5 were rounded to the next highest
number.

Table 18
Knowledge and Skills Needed by Today's Principal
Knowledge and skills needed

Frequency

Percentage

Race human relations/peo ple skills

21

53

Curriculum and supervision

15

38

Good communication skills/team building

12

30

Budget management

11

28

Organizationa l skills

11

28

9

22

Effective schools research
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The knowledge and skills listed in priority by site
administra tors as paramount for today's principals can be
divided into four areas.

Good team building (people) and

communica tion skills, organizati onal and budgetary skills,
knowledge able in the areas of curriculum and supervisio n,
and current in effective school research.
The respondent s listed many other areas as needs, all
pertinent to the job of principal:

leadership techniques

was listed by 8 (20%) of the responden ts; community awareness and parent involvemen t was found to be important by 5
(12%); time managemen t and stress reduction was listed by 4
(10%) of the responden ts; and knowledge of disciplina ry
techniques was listed by only 2 principals .
responses were single entries.

All other

A complete list of responses

can be found in Table 19.
Additional Questionn aire Summaries
During the data analysis the researcher found that
there were several questions on the survey that did not seem
to fit specifical ly with the three major objectives of this
research, yet they were necessary in the developmen t and
understand ing of the total picture of accountab ility, the
district under study and the perspectiv e of the principals
therein.
Responden ts were asked:

"To what extent should the

following people be held responsibl e for making the
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Table 19
The Knowledge Paramount for Today's Principal
Arbitration

Behavior modification

Budget management

Child growth/develo pment

Clinical teaching

Common sense

Community awareness

Conflict resolution

curriculum

Decision making

Delegation

Discipline techniques

District expectations

District procedures

Education law/codes

Educational research

Evaluation

Goal setting

Good communication skills

Hierarchical structure

How to solicit help

Human nature

Humanism

Impact of home/parents

Impact of legislation

Integration information

Interpersonal skills

Know limitations

Knowledge of and sensitivity
to cultural differences

Leadership styles

Leadership techniques

Loyalty to program/peers

Model curriculum standards

Motivational technique

Networking

Organizationa l contracts

Organizationa l skill

Parent involvement techniques

People management skills

Political savvy

Problem solving strategies

Program objectives

Psychology

Public relations

Race human relations

Record keeping

Self-awarenes s

Staff development
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Table 19 (continued )
State and federal policies

Statistica l knowledge

Stress reduction techniques

Supervisio n techniques

Tact

Teaching techniques

Teaching experience

Teaching and learning styles

Team building

Test-wisen ess

Time managemen t

Use of parents/ai des

World events

education al process functional :

(1) teachers, (2) prin-

cipals, and (3) central office staff?"
As can be seen in Tables 20 and 21, there is an even
split among the responden ts as to teacher and administr ator
responsib ility for making the educationa l process functional.

This researcher believes this polarity of opinions

may have been caused by administra tors who have seen how
hard their teachers work and realize that they, like
principals , are up against certain outside variables over
which they have no control.

It is overwhelmi ng when you

think of the sacred trust and responsib ility placed in the
educators ' hands.

It appears that half of the responden ts

did not wish to hold their teachers or themselves
responsib le for the functionin g of the educationa l process,
which tells me that they have no passion for what they are
doing.

Other responden ts appear to believe as I do, that

everyone involved in education is, and must be, responsibl e
for making the educationa l process functional .
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Table 20
Teacher Responsibilit y for Making the Educational Process
Functional

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Strongly agree

3

7.5

7.5

7.5

Agree

8

20.0

20.0

27.5

Somewhat agree

9

22.5

22.5

50.0

14

35.0

35.0

85.0

6

15.0

15.0

100.0

Value

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0

Table 21
Principal Responsibilit y for Making Educational Process
Functional

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Strongly agree

3

7.5

7.5

7.5

Agree

8

20.0

20.0

27.5

Somewhat agree

9

22.5

22.5

50.0

14

35.0

35.0

85.0

6

15.0

15.0

100.0

Value

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0
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An analysis of variance was completed by gender in an

effort to ascertain whether female principals as a group
held significan tly different opinions than male principals .
Results indicate one area where difference s were apparent at
the .05 level significan ce.

Female school administra tors

more strongly agreed that the principals should be held
responsibl e for making the educationa l process functional
(Table 22).

Though male and female responden ts were evenly

matched, 20 in each grouping, male responses were much less
in unison, while female responses were more tightly grouped.
The outcome data, therefore, are reliable and trustworth y
and not a chance happening.

Table 22
To What Extent Should Principals Be Held Accountab le for
Making the Educationa l Process Functional ?
sex of principals

Mean

SD

Female

1.05

0.22

Male

1.75

1.45

F value

Significan ce

4.57

.0389

Table 23 shows the responses regarding the responsibility of the central office staff for making the
educationa l process functional .

The same kind of split that

appeared between the teachers and principals is evident with
the central office staff.

This split is surprising , because
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many principals have stated the need for greater central
office support in creating effective schools, which seems to
mean accepting greater responsibilit y for the educational
process and the way it functions.

Central office personnel

who most often come into contact with schools begin with
those handling budgets, staffing, area operations managers,
and assistant superintenden ts.

Again, however, it appears

that half of the respondents wish to hold no one responsible
for making the process work while the other half agrees that
all parties must work cooperatively to ensure the effectiveness of the process because everyone shares the
responsibilit y for implementatio n.

Table 23

Central Office Staff Responsibilit y for Making Educational
Process Functional

Frequency

Percent

Valid
percent

Cumulative
percent

Strongly agree

3

7.5

7.5

7.5

Agree

8

20.0

20.0

27.5

Somewhat agree

9

22.5

22.5

50.0

14

35.0

35.0

85.0

6

15.0

15.0

100.0

Value

Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

40

100.0

100.0
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Principal responses were split in half in exactly the
same manner, 50% agree and 50% disagree, on all five parts
of the following question:
resulted from:

"The accountab ility movement has

(7) poor parent school communica tion; (8)

lack of committed, qualified teachers; (9) lack of
committed, knowledge able site administra tors; (10) new board
and central office administra tion; and (11) Bill Honig,
State Superinten dent of Education? "

The researcher

believes, as do half the responden ts, that all of the above
are factors in part causing the accountab ility movement.

I,

however, wonder what the other 50% of the respondent s
believed the cause of the movement to be as they chose none
of the above.
However, an analysis of responses to items 7-11 when
divided into ethnic subgroups indicates two areas of
significan ce at the .05 level as variance was analyzed among
groups.

Black administra tors had a much lower mean score

than white, Hispanic, or Asian group administra tors, which
showed that they were more in agreement with the statement
that the accountab ility movement has resulted from the lack
of committed, knowledgea ble site administra tors than other
groups.

This view ties in well with effective schools

research, which states that effective principals are the
primary cause of effective schools (Table 24).
White responden ts somewhat agreed that the accountability movement was directly related to Bill Honig, State
Superinten dent of Education; however, blacks and Hispanics
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showed greater agreement and Asians showed strong agreement
(Table 24).
Variance within groups was found at the .02 level on
responses as to whether site administrativ e results/succe ss
should be defined and measured through Program Quality
Review (a state directed evaluation process based on the
effective school research).
whites and nonwhites.

The researcher labeled groups

The nonwhite group was comprised of

black, Hispanic, and Asian groups.

Nonwhites agreed with

the statement while whites seemed to somewhat agree with the
statement (Table 25).
In areas of the survey requiring written response,
principals were asked to give three characteristi cs of an
instructional leader.

Responses were combined and a

composite was made utilizing the approximate wording used by
the principals to describe instructional leadership characteristics from the principal's perspective.

One principal's

concise comments summarized instructional leadership
perfectly when the person wrote:
An instructional leader is committed to the

instructional program and to children.

He or she

communicates effectively with staff, students, parents
and community; has the ability to plan, organize,
monitor and follow through with duties and responsibilities.

Knowledgeable about programs, he or she

monitors implementatio n and gives constructive feedback
to site personnel.
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Table 24
The Accountability Movement in the District Has Resulted from the . • .

Question
9. Lack of committed, knowledgeable

site administrators

11. Bill Honig, State Superintendent

of Education

Ethnic group
Black

White
Hispanic
Asian
Black

White
Hispanic
Asian

Mean

SD

F value

2.17
3.68
3.71

1.17
1.14
1.11

3.22

4.00

o.oo

1.50
2.58
1.57
1.00

1.22
1.21
0.79

3.12

.0385
.05

F value

Significance

o.oo

Significance
.05
.0339

Table 25
Site Administrative Results Should Be Defined and Measur~d_._._.

Question
20. Through use of program quality
review which includes effective
schools/integration monitoring

Ethnic group

Mean

SD

Whites
Nonwhites

2.96
2.33

.89
.62

5.76

.0214

.01
(X)

N

83

All of the responses given were pertinent to the role
of instructio nal leader.

The responses that remained most

in my mind in regards to creating an atmosphere that is conducive to student learning and realizing the truly effective
school are those that when combined are aligned with educational research.

From the principal 's perspectiv e, an

instructio nal leader must be willing to take risks to
accomplish the best for kids.

Be compassion ate, positive,

and able to work with and through all types of people.

Be

visible, flexible, innovative , energetic, and hold high
expectatio ns for self and staff.
istics continues.

The list of character-

Each is as important to the role of

instructio nal leader as the next.

Table 26 lists the

character istics of instructio nal leadership .

As no two

responses were alike, all responses listed are single
responses.
Responden ts were asked what the consequenc es should be
for profession al educators, including administra tors, who
are unable to achieve agreed upon results in student
learning after they have been held accountabl e by their
supervisor s.

The 40 principals generated 61 written

responses which were analyzed for like responses.

Nine

principals believed that retraining , inservice, and mandated
official review courses should be required in assisting
those administra tors to achieve agreed upon results in
student learning, while 6 believed that they should seek
other employmen t.

Five responses suggested that support and
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Table 26
Question 21:

Characteristics of an Instructional Leader

Able to establish clear lines of responsibility/deleg ation
of authority
Able to laugh at him/herself
Able to work with all types of individuals
Accessible
An effective clinical supervisor

A participatory leader
Committed to students and school goals
Communicative
Compassionate and positive
Competent
Creative
Energetic
Enthusiastic
Flexible
Innovative
Involved
Knowledge of curriculum and instruction across grade levels
Knowledgeable of current educational research
One who gives feedback to staff
One who has high expectations for curriculum outcomes
One who has tenacity
One who has the ability to develop long/short range plans
one who has the ability to identify constraints
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Table 26 (continued )
One who has the ability to interpret and implement site
programs
One who has the ability to make sound decisions
One who has the ability to motivate and persuade
One who has the ability to rally people to one goal
One who has the ability to rectify problems
One who holds high expectatio ns for staff and self
One who models expected behavior
One who monitors, encourages , and enables
One who provides constant monitoring and evaluation
One who provides good inservice opportuni ties
One who uses clear judgment
Organized
Positive change agent
Positive role model
Practical and realistic
Resourcefu l
Supportive of and listens to staff
Tough skinned
Visible
Willing to take risks to accomplish the best for kids
Works with and through people
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resources be given to assist in goal attainment, while 5
believed that removal from administration was the answer to
the problem of low student achievement.

Mentioned as

possible consequences was the need for individual counseling
(2), return to the classroom (3), and demotion (2).

Most of

the consequences were positive in nature and assumed that
the administrator was capable of rehabilitation while others
were punitive and direct as can be seen in Table 27.
Not all respondent answers are listed in Table 27 due
to the fact that they were not phrased as consequences.

A

few of the principals stated the difficulty in predicting
student achievement and suggested that other variables be
considered in administrator evaluation since a principal
should not be held responsible or accountable for things
beyond his or her control.

Another felt that only when

administrators are allowed to pick their staff and support
personnel should they be held responsible and consequences
applied for lack of student achievement.
The last question on the questionnaire asked
respondents what they would need to change in order to make
their site an even more effective school.

Responses were

written and greatly varied as each school is unique and site
needs vary and can be dependent on many different variables,
i.e., special funding, personnel or a restructuring school
attempting to better its student program through change.
Knowing that elementary and secondary schools have different
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Table 27
Question 23:

Suggested Consequences for Professional Educators Including Administrators

Wh{LAre Unable~to Achieve Agreed Upon Results in Student Learning
consequence

Frequency

Required retraining and official review courses

9

Counseled into another career or employment

6

Determine reasons for lack of achievements/lend support/resources

5

Removal from administrative position

5

Provide assistance in identifying areas of weakness

3

Return to the classroom

3

Change in assignment for reassignment

3

Provide individual counseling

2

Dismiss if support and help produce no change

2

Demote

2

Counseled into frontiers where skills match the job

2

Give ineffective rating and place on probation

2

Send to California School Leadership Academy

1

...,

(X)
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Table 27 (continued)
consequence

Frequency

Place them in line positions rather than field

1

Lessen direct responsibility for students and more for curriculum

1

Change objectives to a more realistic level

1

Provide more incentives to job share/professional leaves

1

Develop an action plan

1

Close monitoring of site programs from direct supervisor

1

Implementation of a less than effective staff development plan

1

Hold central office accountable for lack of decentralization

1

OJ
OJ
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needs, this researcher was both pleased and surprised that
analysis of responses echoed all of the needs that had been
expressed by principals as areas of concern for some time.
Many areas, of course, would require large sums of money to

implement since they require employment of additional
personnel or salary advancement and most districts are not
financially equipped to fully rectify these needs.
Each respondent listed several areas where changes were
needed.

The tallying of responses was difficult because in

looking for like responses, wording was important.

There

are five patterns that seemed to emerge and show the changes
desired by the principals.

Ten site administrator s in some

way stated the need for more on-site support personnel,
i.e., counselors, vice principals, or resource teachers,
while 7 desired an increase in site budgets.

Parent support

and participation was important, with 6 principals stating
this as a need.

Five principals listed the reduction of

paperwork and 4 saw staff development as an area of need.
Three principals wanted to select their own staff, while
another 3 either wanted to do away with tenure or find an
easier way to deal with ineffective teachers.

Finally, 2

administrator s felt the need for safer school environments
and 2 would have to change low teacher expectations in order
to make their schools more effective.

Table 28 is a list of

responses with the approximate wording of the respondents.
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Table 28
Question 24:

What Would You Have to Change in Order to Make Your Site an~Even More

Effect~ve School?
A vice principal for schools with over 600 students
All elementary schools need an out of classroom resource teacher or administrativ e intern
All sites need full time counselors to handle routine disciplinary problems
Assistance in stress reduction
Better central office support and consistency
Freedom to set site priorities at site level
Full time nurse or more nurse time
Improved maintenance of facilities
Increase teacher participation in decision making
Increase parent support and participation
Increase school budget and discretionary funding
Less meetings and reports that take away from instructional leadership time
Money for on site teacher inservice

\0
0
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Table 28 (continued)
Money for pre/post school year site planning and goal setting
More time on site
More walls for loft schools/open classrooms
More recognition for efforts
Principal selection and recruitment of staff
Principal selection of vice principal, site counselor and head secretary
Raise student self-esteem
Raise teacher expectation for some groups of children
Reduce paperwork
Reduced class size
Select site staff
Site security for a more safe and orderly environment
The elementary staffing formula to be improved to the same as secondary
There is a need for an easier way to remove ineffective or marginal teachers

....

\0
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Interview Summaries
The principal of six schools and six key central office
staff members, including the superintenden t and two board
members, were interviewed.

The 40-minute to one-hour inter-

views centered chiefly on the questions in the survey which
had been modified for interview purposes.
Events Leading to the Accountabilit y Movement Within the
District
Several respondents believed that the public's dissatisfaction with educators and the state reform legislation
were accountabilit y catalysts while others saw the movement
as a cyclical process which takes place every 10 years.
Also mentioned as possible cause of the accountabilit y
movement within the district was the desegregation court
order and polarization of the board and administratio n.

The

public attitude about education and educators was also seen
as an accountabilit y movement catalyst.
One respondent stated:
It's the perception of some individual families that
things aren't right or perfect with their children and
how they are developing as human beings.
ception has impacted the school.

This per-

If things aren't

right, look at school instead of at the family for
solutions.
Another respondent stated:
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In an urban setting, families, single parent or
families with both parents working, are involved in
activities outside work and school.

They don't have

time to deal with problems, but they feel the school
does, and they want quick results.
Drawbacks Encountered in Implementing Changes Associated
with the Effective Schools Research
When asked what drawbacks have been encountered in
implementing changes, some central office personnel stated
that increased paperwork (both district related and state
mandated) were drawbacks to implementatio n along with the
negative attitudes of. some people in and out of the schools.
The collective bargaining process was also mentioned as a
drawback.

One of the participants stated, "Now you have to

negotiate every change in programs."

The principals

believed that lack of central office support, paperwork and
priority demands on their time were spreading them too thin
and were drawbacks to implementing changes associated with
the effective schools research.
One respondent suggested, "With change comes the need
to re-establish trust and familiarize oneself with new
procedures and demands."

Another responded:

The principal must value the changes being made, and I
don't.
changes.

I must see the benefit for the child in the
The philosophy of management by objectives as

a sole means of management leads to inhuman management
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of teachers and administrator s because the outcome is
stressed and not the process of how to attain the
objective.

The process is the part promoting growth.

Definition of an Instructional Leader
The interviewees were asked:
of an instructional leader?

Why?

What is your definition
The answers given to this

question were very much the same as those given in response
to survey questions.

The central office administrator s and

principals painted a picture of an instructional leader as
one who influences students, staff and community to strive
for quality education.

His or her mission is to ensure that

every student makes progress from September to May, i.e., a
month's growth for every month of instruction.

The leader

sets the tone that all children can learn, has vision,
knowledge and the ability to communicate, motivate, and
mobilize people toward the desired goal.

The reasons that

the respondents gave these characteristi cs for instructional
leaders varied, but all of them had one common focus,
student success.
One respondent stated:
An instructional leader is one who knows what the

expectations are, the vehicles needed to implement the
expectations, and curriculum.

It is not necessary to

know everything about curriculum, but they are current
on research, they seek and use current information with
staff.

He or she brings community, staff, and students
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along with them.

The leader sets realistic goals,

assesses those implementi ng the goals as well as those
who are learning.

He/she helps all staff members with

assessmen ts and with the review of those assessmen ts.
Another respondent suggested:
In some ways an instructio nal leader is like a
spiritual leader.

He or she sets the tone for the

school and should be able to transmit the feeling that
he or she could take over a class and model a demonstration lesson for a teacher if needed.
Time Spent by Principals Observing Teachers and Planning
Curriculum
This question, how much time do principals spend
observing teachers' planning and curriculum , was asked only
of the site administra tors.

No specific length of time was

really given for teacher observatio n or curriculum planning;
however, all administra tors mentioned that they followed
district guidelines and contractua l timelines for teacher
observatio ns.

Clinical teaching methods were a part of the

evaluation process.

Over three quarters of the principals

interviewe d mentioned that they made regular classroom
visitation s or brief walk-throu ghs.

Elementary principals

spoke of grade level meetings being held to discuss curriculum and implement ation.

Grade level meetings were used as a

time for teachers to share innovation s and for goal and
expectatio n setting.

The principals often attended these
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meetings.

At the secondary level, departmen tal and depart-

ment chair meetings took place.
The Impact of the Accountab ility Movement on Principals
Responden ts were asked:

What impact has the

accountab ility movement had on principals ?

Some principals

felt that the movement had caused them to become a "jack of
all trades."

Others stated that the movement had affected

the principals hip in a negative way and believed there was
no trust in school administra tors as profession al, caring,
dedicated people who were interested in bettering the
administra tion of the school.

These administra tors

suggested that Maslow•s theory of the hierarchy of man's
needs was not being addressed for principals in the area of
self-esteem .

However, the majority of the principals

interviewe d believed that the accountab ility movement was a
positive movement and created a much needed awareness of
educationa l research.

The principals understood that as a

district and nation, educators had only scratched the tip of
the accountab ility iceberg, so to speak, and that children
needed advocates.

The role of the administra tor was to

ensure that effective, good instructio n takes place through
supervisio n and other monitoring strategies .

As one inter-

viewee put it, "To be the instructio nal leader and make
things happen for kids, you must get out and monitor your
school.

Run your school."
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Administrator s who had been with the district during
the former superintende nt's tenure stated that there had
been no district agenda articulated and that test scores and
student achievement were never discussed nor were the
superintende nt's or board's yearly goals.

That has been

changed and on each quarterly visit made by the area operation managers or assistant superintenden ts, the discussions
at meetings are aimed at board goals and the visitors engage
in classroom observations.
Central office administrator s realized that the onset
of the movement originally created a great deal of anxiety
and resistance to change.

However, they noted that with

some acceptance of the movement, a revitalizatio n process
has taken place for many principals and it has given them
the opportunity to extend themselves.

The central office

respondents also indicated that for some site administrators, those especially who had come into the
principalship through the "good old boys" network, the
movement has seemed threatening.

They believed that the

accountabilit y movement has helped to make good principals
better and mediocre principals better.

One respondent

stated, "With the movement came the realization that some
principals may not have been prepared to accept the role,
but for others it's opened doors and brought autonomy."
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Problems Principals Encounter with the Implementation of the
Superintendent's Objectives
Respondents were asked:

What problems are principals

encountering with the implementation of the superintendent's
objectives?

Why?

12 respondents.

Various responses were presented by the
Several felt that improving student

achievement to the 50th percentile was difficult at best
when taking into account high student mobility, the high
number of new teachers hired in a large district along with
tenured teachers who are resistant to change.

Lack of

facilities was another drawback to implementation.
Communication was a continual problem due to the complexity
of the district.

The superintendent agreed with these

statements, but he also was optimistic, realizing that
acclimation to change takes time.

"The sheer number of

objectives, the short timelines, and lack of wiggle room
produces more pressure to cope with.

On the plus side,

there is new excitement and satisfaction when progress can
be seen as a result of the effort being made."
Changes in the Role of the Principal in the Last Three Years
When asked how has the role of the principal changed in
the last three years, again, answers varied but were
cohesive between principals and central office administrators.

The realities of the changes in the role of the

principal seemed to be the same for both groups of
respondents.

Several stated that things were a lot looser
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before, referrin g to the previous superint endent's administration, and went on to say that now many adminis trators
feel there is too much monitori ng and too much paperwor k.
Others felt that the principa l was being asked to create
curriculu m and write programs and they are also held more
directly accounta ble to the communit y than ever before.
Central office adminis trators stated that there was no
longer a dichotom y between leader and manager.
principa l must be both.

Today's

Today's principa ls were more aware

of the research on good teaching practice s, put greater
respons ibility on the inservic e staff, and were given more
account ability for budget allocatio n and spending .

School

adminis trators were expected to take more risks and be
accounta ble for them.

They had to write specific student

achievem ent goals and then act to achieve student academic
gains.

They were given the opportun ity to deviate from

accepted district programs , i.e., reading, but were held
accounta ble for student outcomes if they did sponsor
differen t programs .
The central office adminis trators opined that the
children were progress ively harder to teach because of
societal and family changes.
Kind of Knowledg e or Skill Paramoun t for Today's Principa l
When asked what kind of knowledg e or skill is paramoun t
for today's principa l and why, all of the responde nts were
in basic agreemen t.

Today's adminis trators need good public
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and human relations skills, team building skills and
knowledge of budget and statistics .

Other necessary skills

and attributes are flexibilit y, being a risk taker and
innovator, and being sensitive to the cultural difference s
that children bring to school.

Paramount is that today's

principals be instructio nal leaders who set the tone for
learning and change, be decision makers who can handle
routines and deal with compromisi ng situations , and realize
that "the buck stops with the principal. "
Participan t Responsib ility for the Educationa l Process
Responden ts were asked:

To what extent should each

participan t in the educationa l process be held responsibl e
for the results?

There was unanimous agreement that all

participan ts in the educationa l process should be held
responsib le to the highest extent for results.

One

responden t nicely summed up the statements of all
responden ts when she said, "Everyone is to work his/her
hardest and anyone who isn't working that hard is doing the
children a disservice ."

Another respondent stated:

I feel that I am personally responsibl e for my areas of
responsib ility.

Everyone should feel this way.

When

you feel this way you don't mind being held responsibl e
for results to the highest extent because you already
hold yourself responsibl e.
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Holding Participants Responsible for the Educational Process
Respondents were asked:

To whom should each partici-

pant in the educational process be responsible?

some

respondents said that the first responsibility for the
educational process and its results is to one's self and is
evidenced in the attainment of results or goals that have
been set.

Other respondents believed that the principal

should be responsible to the teachers, students, community,
and the profession.

The principal has the charge of keeping

the profession in good standing.

Teachers are the model for

the students, and the principal is the model for the public.
A smaller number of respondents also stated that the superintendent, school board, and the business world at large are
the people to whom educators should be responsible as they
are the consumers of our student products.
Defining and Measuring Results
Respondents were asked:
and measured?

How are results to be defined

Several themes emerged from the answers:

measurable objectives should be written and taught: test
scores, attendance patterns, dropout rates, and school
climate should be used as methods of defining results.

One

respondent stated, "One way of defining and measuring
results is by looking at the product you send home everyday."
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Determining Participants• Contribution
Respondents were asked:

How will each participant's

contribution be determined? Most respondents had no answer
to this question.

Some administrators stated that it takes

a coordinated group effort to meet the educational
objectives in schools.

However, a small subgroup noted that

performance evaluation plans may serve as major indicators.
Other methods of systematic evaluations, i.e., test scores,
school climate, could also help determine each participant's
contribution.
Consequences for Educators
Respondents were asked:

What should the consequences

be for educators who are unable to achieve agreed-upon
results in student learning?

There was unanimous agreement

that persons unable to achieve agreed-upon results in
student learning should be provided with indepth inservice
and ensured due process.

Counseling on performance items

requiring improvement should be provided and necessary
assistance given.

The bottom line, however, was demotion,

retirement and/or employment in another area of education
other than administration.
Merit Pay for Teachers
When asked what is their view of merit pay for
teachers, the school administrators saw many problems with
how students would be assigned to various teachers and with
staff morale.

One principal respondent stated that:
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I can't assign all students to the classroom s of merit
pay teachers , yet I believe that parents have the right
to expect the best for their children .

In addition , I

have yet to implemen t an inservic e program where in one
hour a teacher has taught others and as a result had
better teaching from all teachers .
The central office adminis trators suggeste d a career
ladder approach to higher pay rather than assessin g
individu al teachers for merit pay.

Superint endent Payzant

went one step further when he stated, "I think that we
should reward an entire staff for an effectiv e school, from
the custodia n to teacher.

Perhaps we should reward grade

level groups; however, we have collecti ve bargaini ng
restrain ts on such things."
Merit Pay and Senate Bill 813
Respond ents were asked:

Is there a possibi lity of

merit pay and Senate Bill 813 widening the gap between
principa ls and teachers ?

Why or why not?

The majority of

the responde nts gave a simple answer of "no."

Two

responde nts believed that merit pay could widen the gap
between principa ls and teachers , dependin g on the maturity
of the staff and the principa l.
Making Site Adminis trators More Effectiv e
Responde nts were asked:

What would you have to change

in order to make site adminis trators more effectiv e?
followin g themes emerged:

The

use of the county assessme nt
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center as a staff developmen t exercise rather than as an
evaluation exercise; bringing in well trained vice principals to replace principal retirees; realizatio n that a
school administra tor is often only as good as his or her
staff; principals need to be listened to so that their needs
can be met.

Time needs to be secured which does not detract

from students or staff to allow administra tors to meet in
manageable groups for more indepth staff developmen t and
sharing of ideas.
One respondent stated:
You have to bring in the vice principals who have had a
tremendous amount of training to replace principal
retirees.

The principals that I have worked with who

are less than effective are not tuned into change and
have been around the longest.

Principals need time to

focus on effectiven ess.
Another respondent said:
The process of becoming a site administra tor is
important and a good cross-sect ion of administra tion is
encouraged .
teachers.

Good teachers should be encouraged to stay
Administr ators are often only as good as

their staffs.
principals .

We need to provide adequate support to
Take a look at who makes it into the ranks

of principal, and we need to listen to principals and
find out their needs.
Much informatio n from the principal 's point of view has
been derived as a result of this study along with that of
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key central office staff.

The next chapter will provide the

reader with food for thought as conclusions are drawn,
summary and implications provided.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
This study is an investigation of the accountabilit y
movement and its impact on selected principals in a large
southern California school district.

Though many studies

have centered on the school district in question, few
studies, if any, have had principal or site impact as a
primary focus.
The Purpose
The major purposes of this study are:
1.

To ascertain the impact of the educational

accountabilit y movement on the behavior of selected
principals in the San Diego Unified School District from
1983-1986.
2.

To determine what changes the accountabilit y move-

ment has had on the role of principal.
3.

To identify from the principal's perspective areas

of skill and knowledge that today's principals must possess
or actively pursue in order to be effective instructional
administrator s.
Many educational theorists and practitioners saw the
accountabilit y movement as one of national concern for
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student achievemen t and academic literacy which was a direct
attempt to improve educationa l inadequac ies.

The review of

the literature describes the accountab ility movement in
terms of the effective schools movement in which the site
administra tor plays a key role as visionary, instructio nal
leader and change agent possessing high expectatio ns for
self, students, staff and ~11 others connected with his or
her site.

Much of the research centered on character istics

of effective achieving schools and character istics of effective principals .

The researcher is interested in

delineatin g knowledge paramount for today's site leaders and
aspiring leaders.

Therefore, this study was designed to

gather informatio n from both site administra tors and key
central office staff inclusive of district superinten dent,
selected assistant superinten dents and board members.
Research Design
The procedure utilized to gather informatio n in this
study focused on survey questionna ire and interview
methodolo gies.

The researcher constructe d the survey

mailing list of 50 school administra tors representi ng
approxima tely one-third of the district's schools by means
of a systematic random sample.

These principals responded

to 24 questions, some open ended and others rated on a
Likert-lik e scale instrumen t.

Out of 50 questionna ires

mailed, 40 (80%) of the principals responded.

Thirty

elementary schools were sent surveys and 26 principals
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responded.

Ten middle/junior and 10 senior high school

principals were sent surveys with a return of 9 for
middle/junior and 5 for senior high schools.

The student

enrollment of both elementary and secondary schools ranged
from the mid hundreds to well over 1,000 students with some
schools above the 2,000 range.
Nearly half (19) of the survey respondents had been
site administrators for 1-5 years, 6 had been on site for 610 years and 15 had been principals for more than 10 years.
The ethnic breakdowns of principals surveyed were as
follows:

4 blacks, 25 whites, 7 Hispanics and 4 Asian

Pacific Islanders.

Of the 40 principal respondents, 20 were

male and 20 were female.
Results
The following analyses represent the results of the
study as they relate to the research objectives.
1.

The first objective of this study is to ascertain

the impact of the educational accountability movement on the
behavior of selected principals from the principals'
perspective so that information could be provided on the
expectations for school leadership and change.

This

information gives insight into how principals viewed and
coped with the accountability movement and changes.
Most principals saw the movement as beneficial and
believed that the movement for effective schools had indeed
had a great impact on their behavior as principal.

The
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major impact of the movement on the principals was the
continual increase of responsibilit y and accountabilit y for
student achievement.
2.

The second objective of the research is to deter-

mine what role changes principals had experienced due to the
accountabilit y/effective schools movement.
The respondents reported that site administrator s were
under greater pressure to perform due to higher organizational expectations.
of-all-trades .
the school.

The role of principal is that of jack-

The principal is everything to everybody at

The principal must be a good instructional

leader, because responsibilit y for student achievement rests
with the site manager.

Along the same lines, parent and

community participation is extremely important: therefore,
the site administrator must also be a proactive liaison
between the community and school.

The principal is also

expected to work more with the less-than-eff ective teachers
and be knowledgeable about current educational research.
The principal is responsible for implementing current
reforms to improve the school.
3.

The third purpose of this research is to identify

areas of skill and knowledge paramount for today's effective
instructional leader.
The respondents reported that today's principal must
possess or actively pursue good race/human relations and
people skills because a major part of the job is working
with and through people.

A thorough understanding of
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curriculum and supervision is very important if the
instructional leader is to successfully provide inservice,
monitor and evaluate teacher and student performance as well
as provide assistance to the less-than-effective staff
members.

Collll11unication and team building skills facilitate

positive school climate and site cohesion.

Budget skills,

organizational skills and knowledge of effective schools
research were also in the top six responses of the
respondents.
Conclusions and Discussion
Based on the results of this study, the researcher drew
the following conclusions.
1.

The accountability movement within the district

under study is due to several reasons, including the following three major factors.

The first, mentioned in background

data, began with the then existing superintendent and what
appeared to be a lack of commitment to the integration
program for court-identified minority segregated schools and
the board's dissatisfaction with managerial and leadership
skills.

The second was the Nation at Risk report released

in 1981 by the National Commission on Excellence in
Education, which called for immediate and rigorous education
reform.

Lastly, changes in societal expectations, needs and

parental dissatisfaction with public schools caused the
accountability movement to explode on the scene.
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Principa ls particip ating in this study were given five
areas, excludin g those previous ly mentione d, as possible
causes of the account ability movemen t.

Respond ents were

badly split as to the cause of the account ability movemen t
within the district and no one signific ant belief as to the
movemen t's cause emerged.

All factors, lack of parent

communi cation, committe d qualifie d teachers , committe d
knowledg eable adminis trators, new board and central office
adminis tration, and Bill Honig, State Superint endent of
Educatio n, were, in part, causing change to occur.
2.

Though the movement for effectiv e, accounta ble

schools has signific antly impacted the behavior of principals within the study by way of higher organiza tional
expectat ions, the majority of these principa ls (73%) were
comforta ble with being evaluate d using adminis trative evaluation forms which were based on the attainme nt of site and
district goals and objectiv es.

The goals and objectiv es of

the principa ls were develope d in collabor ation with central
office managers who were, in some cases, assistan t superintenden ts.

Surveyed principa ls, however, were not

comforta ble with the use of student achievem ent test scores
as the major criterio n for determin ing site adminis trator
effectiv eness unless all variable s, includin g those outside
the principa l's control, were also taken into consider ation.
This problem may suggest that school district s and
communi ties may have to look at school outcomes in a more
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holistic manner, much in the same way as schools deal with
the whole child.
Central office staff members were somewhat aware of the
need to broaden the administra tor evaluation process.

If

the process is to become holistic, objectives will need to
center on more than mere test scores.

They may need to

extend objectives to a greater degree to encompass parent
education and involvemen t as a means of empowering parents
and assisting them to feel more comfortab le in educationa l
settings.
Assistance and funding may need to be provided to
develop and implement objectives focused on the coordinati on
of centralize d social services, i.e., counseling , medical
and housing needs provided for children and families.

In

this way, the school would have some control over some of
the many variables that affect a child's readiness to learn.
Since parents contact most schools for assistance in these
areas already, coordinati on of services to parents would
help in better meeting the needs of students.
3.

The areas of skills and knowledge that respondent s

believed to be paramount for today's principal are closely
aligned with the literature supporting the need for
principal instructio nal leadership which encompasse s being
knowledge able of curriculum , instructio n, supervisio n, staff
developme nt needs and evaluation .

Good interperso nal

communica tion skills and organizati onal and budget management skills continue to be as important for today's
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principal as they were to school administra tors of the past.
In addition, team building skills, knowledge of research,
community awareness and parent involvemen t skills were also
found to be important, perhaps due to recent state and
federal funding mandates for parent involvemen t and
participat ion in school program and budgetary recommend ations.
However, based on analysis of principals ' responses,
the only conclusion that can be drawn is that the skills
needed for today's principal are closely aligned with those
of yesterday 's principal.

It may be that today's stressors

are greater, necessitat ing greater emphasis on some skills
and less on others.

Important to the leaders in the 1990s

may be the ability to be flexible in one's thinking and
one's willingnes s to change paradigms.

Interview data

gathered from the principals and central office staff
suggest that proactive leaders will need the skills and
knowledge necessary to be visionary, risk takers and
innovators if change is to be effected in our schools.
4.

Responden ts were overwhelm ingly child centered and

committed to children.

This world view became evident in

their responses of suggested consequenc es for educators and
administra tors who are unable to achieve agreed upon results
in student learning after they had been held accountabl e by
their immediate supervisor s.

strong feelings emerged and

approxima tely one-fourth (23%) of the respondent s believed
that ineffectiv e peers should be required to take retraining
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and official review courses.

When suggested consequence

areas were combined, 23 respondents, approximately 57%,
believed that those who had been provided assistance but
continued to produce ineffective student outcomes should be
removed from administrativ e positions in which they were
directly responsible for children and/or counseled into
other areas of education or another profession.
These findings suggest that the majority of principals
are sincere in their efforts to educate their clientele.
Personal responsibilit y is being taken by these principals
for student outcomes and they won't tolerate those who are
less committed.

This may signify a change or new breed of

principal as the "good old boy" system breaks down.

Peer

pressure to perform may become an unofficial future trend.
Child centeredness also suggests the need for collegiality.
Principals of achieving schools could be asked to strategize
with principals of low achieving schools.

When children are

the focal point, much is possible.
5.

In creating an effective school, administrator s'

needs were school specific and varied.

Several stated the

need for additional support personnel, others desired an
increase in site budgets or the ability to staff, and a
reduction in daily paperwork.

These were the major draw-

backs to the creation of effective schools.

Other drawbacks

were the need for safer school environments, low teacher
expectations, and the need for an easier way of dealing with
the ineffective teacher.

All responses were on target and
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expressed the needs that many principals have had for some
time.
Many of the areas listed pose dilemmas for the school
principal because they keep the principals from spending the
majority of their day in classrooms .

Monitoring programs,

teacher observatio n and provision of instructio nal leadership should be the greatest portion of an administr ator's
day.

The day, however, can be spent taking care of

discipline problems, paperwork, dealing with parent
complaints related to teacher expectatio ns or lack of classroom discipline and documentin g the less-than- effective
teacher.
need.

Greater central office support was also an area of

Though schools have their own individual needs, the

principals expressed many common needs which, due to
district budgetary constraint s, may be impossible to implement but may be worth discussing with central office staff.
6.

Regardless of race, gender, educationa l grade level

hierarchy or number of school programs, the principals
appeared to be in agreement in their responses to the
majority of the questions on the survey questionn aire.
same is true of those who were interviewe d.

The

The needs and

wants voiced by the school administra tors were overwhelmingly the same.

My assumption that schools with larger

student population s and more complex programs would tend to
answer questions in the same manner or feel greater pressure
to perform than schools with smaller population s was
rejected.

I found that while larger schools and those with
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numerous educationa l programs and funding sources may be
somewhat more complex, the basic school needs which empower
and enable principals remain constant.
Recommend ations for Further Study
1.

Future research should examine the accountab ility

movement and areas of change within the district under study
from 1986 to 1991 to further add to the overall picture of
the changes that have taken place within this district.
This study showed conclusive ly that change brought with it
pressure to perform and higher expectatio ns.

The next

issue, however, is to determine the long-term outcomes of
the accountab ility movement.
2.

This study was limited to site and central office

administra tors.

Using the same questionn aire, the study

might be expanded to include perspectiv es of teachers in
order to find out how they view the accountab ility movement
and its impact on them:

the pressures they feel related to

student academic achievemen t, their thoughts on the teacher
evaluation process and the delineatio n of needed support
which would enable teachers to run more effective classrooms, -~v_idenced by greater student outcomes.
3.

Future studies might also examine the effects of

accountab ility/effec tive schools movement on students:
changes in curriculum , student expectatio ns, and graduation
requiremen ts to ascertain the impact of the accountab ility
movement from the students' point of view.
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Concluding Remarks
Accountab ility is a fluid and fast moving field which
may be culturally and socially bound depending on our
society and its wants and needs, be they real or perceived.
This study began with the researcher viewing changes as they
began to take place in a large urban school district.
Accountab ility may take different forms, but it will always
be with us.

Knowing this and that people are generally

resistant to change because of its impact on them, the study
was undertaken to find out exactly how principals had been
impacted by the changes.

In carrying out the study I found

conclusive ly that site administra tors have indeed been
impacted by the effective schools movement and, therefore,
are being held accountabl e for student outcomes as never
before.
Though threatenin g at first, the accountab ility movement has proved to be positive in that it has set higher
organizati onal expectatio ns and provided an arena in which
site administra tors must stretch themselves realizing that
the status quo is not good enough nor is it acceptable .
Children, our most precious resource, will someday be
tomorrow's citizens.

It is up to site administra tors every-

where to ensure to their full ability that the children in
their charge reach their full potentials , are literate, and
able to function in a competitiv e and complex society.

If

they are to succeed they must educate their staffs and
enlist community and parental support.

Communitie s ask a
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great deal of their principals, it is true; however, they
ask no more than the principals are capable of.
In the words of Boyer (1983):
Without good schools, none of our problems can be
solved.

People who cannot communicate are powerless.

People who know nothing of their past are culturally
impoverished.

People who cannot see beyond the

confines of their own lives are ill-equipped to face
the future.

It is in the public school that this

nation has chosen to pursue enlightened ends for all
its people.

And this is where the battle for the

future of America will be won or lost.

(p. 31)
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APPENDIX A
PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

PRINC PAL QUES TIONN AIRE

Directions: 'This questioml;cW'e is concerned with the effective schools and
accountability movements and their impact on the principalship. Please
circle the
appropriate numbe r for questions 1-20. The questionnaire will take ten
to fifteen
minute s to complete.
A.

Sex:

B.

School Level:

M_____ . F ____ _
Elementary
Middl e/Juni or High
Secondary

C

Numbe:- of years as a principal:

0-5

6-10
more than 10
D.

E.

Numb er of teachers on your site:
0-12

41-55

13-24

56-65

25-40

66 or more

Name the school progra m in which your school participates (i.e., School
Improvement, Chapt er I, etc.):

1.
2.

3.
4.

---------------------------

------------------------------
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PRn-rCI PAL QUESTI ONNAIR E

1 = Strongly Agree
2 = Agree
3 = Somewh at Agree
4 = Disagree
S = Strongly Disagree
To w~t extent should the following people be held responsible for making the
educational process functional?

1.

Teachers

1

2

3

4

5

2.

Principals

1

2

3

4

5

3.

Central office staff

1

2

3

4

5

To what extent has the impact of the accountability movement affected you as a
principa l?
4.

5.
6.

Higher organizational expectations
and pressure to perform.
Being held accountable for student
achievement (Le., CTBS scores)
Becoming an instructional leader

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

s
s

The accountability moveme nt in our district has resulted from the following:
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

Poor parent/ school communication
Lack of committed, qualified teachers
Lack of committed, knowledgeable
site adminis trators
New board and central office
adminis tration
Bill Honig, State Superin tendent
of Education

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1

2

3

4

s
s

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5
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The problems encoun tered in creating or maintaining an effective school are:
12

13.
14.

15.
16.

Lack of central office suppor t and
fundin g
Teacher observ ation/ clinical
teachin g too time consum ing
Uncooperative teachers or teachers
needing technical assistance
Lack of parent participation
Others (list below)

-----------------------------------------------

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1

2

2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Site admini strative results should be defined and measur ed.......
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.

through the use of the admini strator' s
evaluat ion form.
1
through studen t achieve ment on
CTBS tests.
1
through use of California
.Assessment Program (CAP).
1
through Program Quality Review
which include s effective schools
and integra tion monitoring.
1

2

3

4

s

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Give three characteristics of an instructional leader?
a.

b.
C.

---------------------------
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22.

23.

What kind of knowl edge is param ount for today's principal?
a.

d.

b.

e.

C.

f.

What should the..consequences be for professional educat ors (includ
ing
admin istrato rs) who are unable to achieve agreed upon results in
studen t
learnin g after they have been held accountable by their sup~i sors?
a.
b.
C.

24.

What would you have to change in order to make your site an even
more
effective school ?
a.
b.
C.

d
e.
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APPENDIX B
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO FIELD TEST PARTICIPANTS

April 5, 1987
Dear
I am a doctoral student at the University of San Diego. I have just completed
the developme nt of the administrative survey questionnaire that !_plan to use in
assessing the impact of the accountability movement on principals in the San Diego
Unified School District, which, is my topic.
Before sending out a blanket mailing, however, I am in need of feedback on
the questionnaire. Please take a moment to look over the enclosed materials, cover
letter/quest ionnaire, and to complete the instrument following the directions as
written. Feel free to write constructive comments on the questionnaire so that I
may make needed improvements on the survey. All feedback will be greatly
appreciated. Please return the completed questionnaire with your feedback via
school mail by April 15, 1987.
Thank you for your time and support.
Sincerely,

DIANETIE MITCHELL
Vice Principal
Valencia Park Elementary School
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APPENDIX C
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO PRINCIPALS

June 3, 1987

Dear Colleague:
With the permission of the San Diego Unified School District and the
. University of San Diego, r am currently researching as my dissertation topic, the
effective schools and accountability movement within our district,,
The purpose of this research is to ascertain the effects of this movement on
the site principal and principalship as a whole. As a site administrator, I have
observed and participated in the many changes that have taken place within our
district. The principalship, as we once knew it, is now in a state of change.
The data collected from the attached questionnaire will be highly beneficial to
current and aspiriTlg administrat ors and will delineate skills pertinent to today's
administrat or.

In order for this research to be completed, your support is needed. Please take
15 minutes out of your busy day to complete this survey and return it to Dianette
Mitchell at Valencia Park School on or before June 17, 1987.
Anonimity Guaranteed !
Sincerely,

DIANETTE MITCHELL
Vice Principal
Valencia Park Center for
Academics Drama and Dance
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1.

What events led to the accountabil ity movement within our district?

2.

What drawbacks or problems have been encountered in implementi ng
the many changes associated with the findings of effective schools research?

3.

What is your definition of an instructiona l leader? Why?

4.

How much time do you spend observing teachers' planning curriculum?

5.

What impact has the accountabil ity movement had on principals? Why?

6.

What problems are principals encounterin g with implementi ng the
superintend ent's objectives? Why?

7.

How has the role of principal changed in the last three years?

8.

What kind of knowledge or skill is paramount for today's principal? Why?

9.

To what extent should each participant in the educational process teacher, principal, and central staff administrat or - be held responsible for
results?

10.

To whom should they be responsible ?

11.

How are results to be defined and measured? (By administrat or's evaluation
form?)

12.

How will each participant' s contribution be determined ?

13.

What should the consequences be for professional educators (including
~dministrat ors) who are unable to achieve agreed upon results in student
learning after they have been held accountable by their supervisors ?

14.

What would you have to change in order to make site administrat ors more
effective?
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